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A NEW NONPARASITIC SPECIES 
OF THE HOLARCTIC LAMPREY 
GENUS LETHENTERON 
CREASER AND HUBBS, 1922, 
(PETROMYZONIDAE) FROM 
NORTHWESTERN NORTH AMERICA 
WITH NOTES ON OTHER SPECIES 
OF THE SAME GENUS 
by 
Yndirn D. V!adykov and Edward Kott 
ABSTRACT 
A new nonpa rasitic lam rey, Lethenteron alaskense from Alaska and 
orlhwest Terri to ies is desc1ib d and illustrated . The holo typc ( o. NMC 
76-614) is dep sited in the National Museum of Natural Sciences, Ottawa, 
Canada. The study was based on 67 metamorphosed specimens. The species, by 
Hs permanently non-functional intestinal tract and weak dentition, smaller disc 
and much smaller size {maximum I 88 n1rn), is easily separable fro m the parasitic 
Lethenteron japonicum (maximum length 625 mm) f und in the same areas. It 
is distinguishable from nonparasitic L. lamottenii, fo und in eastern and southern 
N rth America, by 1) a generally weaker dentition but possessing more anterials 
and supplementary marginals; 2) typically with five velar tentacles as opposed to 
even in L. lamottenii; 3) differ nces in pigmentation patt rn of the second 
dorsal fin and a lack of dark pigmentation on the gular region; 4) smaller size in 
co mparison to 299 mrn maximum length in L. lamortenii; and 5) distinct areas 
of geographical distribution separated from each other by 2400 km. All three, L. 
ala kense, L. lamottenii, and L japonicum have usually 66 to 72 trunk 
myomeres. L. alaskense, by its higher number of myomeres is separable from 
two other nonparasitic species: L. reis neri from Asia with less than 64 
myomeres and L. meridio11ale from eastern tributaries of the Gulf of Mexico 
with 50 to 58 myo rneres. 
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Introduction 
The occurrence and distribution of the Arctic lamprey Lethenteron 
japonicum (Martens), a parasitic species, in Alaska and northwestern Canada is 
well documented (Walters, 1953 , 1955 ; Wilimovsky . 1954 : Heard, 1966; 
Buchwald, 1968: 1cPhail and Lindsey, 19 7 ; . ursall and Buchwald, 1972 ; 
Quast and Hall , 1972; Scott and Crossman, 1973 : Morrow, 1974). Several 
authors have also noted a sec nd fo rm of the genus /,ethenteron from these 
regions. Some have concluded that this second form is indistingui hable from L. 
!amuttenii (Le Sueu ) , a n nparastic pecies of eastern and southern orth 
America (Wilimovsky, 1954: Hubbs and Lagler, 1964; Quast and Ilall , 1972). 
McPhail and Limlsey (1970), c mpared L japonicum and L. lamo/tenii 
and were unab le to fi nd significant differences be tween the two species. They 
suggested also that further studies may show that the two forms are not 
specifically dist inct. 
Heard (1 966) on the basis of extensive material from the Alaska Peninsula 
round that L. japonicwn located in the Naknek River s stem, is represented by 
both anadromous an dwarfed land-locked forms. The bttcr is the more 
common of the two. In abstract he states that "Mature, spawning, and spent 
lampreys uf this form (land-locked) are morphologically almost identicaJ wi th 
nonparasit ic /,. lamottenii". Further on (page 332) he concludes that "available 
evidence suggests, however, that all lampreys 111 the aknek system are parasit ic 
L japunica". 
With Heard's kind cooperation we reexamined his material as well a 
specimens obtained from several other areas. We disagree with lleard' (ina! 
conclusion and have recognized the existence of a new, nonparasitic species f 
the genus Lethenterun in North America. 
Although this new species is closer to L. lanzo ttenii tl an to any other 
species o the genus, it i clearly distinct at the species lev I. 
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Materials and Methods 
The material of the new species con ist - uf 67 transformed (i.e. 
metamorphosed) lampreys of which 36 are from the Naknek River system. 
Alasl,.a Peninsula, l) transformed lampreys from Chatamka River near Fairbanks. 
Alaska, Jnd 22 Lran formed individuals and 4 ammocoetes from Martm River of 
the MackenLie River basin, Northwest Territories. Collection details arc 
discussed in the section dealing with the description of the holotypc and 
para types. 
Fo1 comparison only transformed individuals of all known species of 
Lethentero!l w reexamined as follows: 
(a) L. l nwttenii (Le Sueur) - 185 specimens from Quebec and ew 
Hampshire to Alabama (Tables IS, 16, 13). 
(b) L. japonicwn (Martens) -- 107 specimens from Beaufort Sea of the 
Mackenzie River system, Alaska, Japan (Hokkaido), Amur River 
(U.S.S.R.) and Kara Sea (Table 9, 10, 22). 
(c) L. r ismeri (Dybowski) - 13 specimens from Japan (Hokkaido) and 
akhalin Islm tl (Tables 17, 18, 24). 
(d) L. meridionale Vladykov, Kott and Coad-Pharand - 81 specimen , 
for details see Valdykov, et al. (I 975) 
Measurements 
Mea ur ments and meristic counts were made typically on the left stde of 
the specimen and follow the procedures outlined by Vladykov and Follet t 
( 1965). Measurements are expressed as percentages of the total length of the 
specimen: the disc length (d) is also expressed as a per entage of the branchial 
length (B 1-B7). The following abbreviations are used, as in Vladykov and Follett 
(1965). 
a-C Tail length, the distance from the posterior edge of the cloacal slit to the 
end of the caudal fin . 
87-a Trunk length, the distance from the posterior edge of the last (seventh) 
branchial opening to th anterior edge of the cloacal slit. 
B 1-B7 Branchia/length, the di lance from the ant rior edge o the fi rst 
branchial opening to th posterior edge of the last (seventh) branchial 
opening. 
d Disc length, longitudinal diameter, with the oral fimbriae included, 
measured with the disc closed . 
d-B1 Prebranchial length, the distance from th anterior edge of the dis (in 
transformed individuals) or of the upper lip (in ammoco es) to the 
anterior edge of the first branchial opening. 
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0 hye length, the horizonta l diameter of the eye. 
TL Total length, the distance from the anteri rmost ral fimbria to the end 
of t he caudal fin. 
The terminology f lamprey teeth is that of Vladykov and Follett (1 967). 
All cusps of di fferent disc laminae were counted, if they were sufficiently 
developed or not damaged. In the case o f a pair of longitudinal lingual laminae, 
the number of cusps on the left and righ t sides was no t always identical . 
Therefore, cusps on a single lamina (irrespective of its position) were coun ted 
and results are presented in Table 26. In the description of the holotype, the 
number of cusps on both laminae is given. 
For the study of the velar tentacles the following two cuts on the ventral 
surface o f the head of transformed lampreys were made: a) a transverse cut to 
the first pair of branchial openings; then b) a horizontal cut forward to th level 
o f the eye. The flap thus obtained can be flipped forward to expose the velar 
appa ratus. Th.is method does very little damage to a specimen and does not 
affect the observation of the te th on the sucking disc. Th number and shape of 
the velar ten tacles are not affected by sex, size, and locality. 
All specimen studied wer marked with our plastic tags, having different 
olors and bearing letters and numbers. 
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Taxonomy Of The Genus Lethenteron 
Creaser And Hubbs, 1922 
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Creaser and Hubbs {1922) proposed .1 new subgeneric name Letlu:nteron 
based on the orthotypt! Lampetra wilderi Gage (= Petrvmyzon appendix 
DeKay). This orthotyp~ is commonly accepted today under the specific 
designation lamottenii (Le Sueur) (Hubbs and Trautman, 1937). 
Jordan, et aL , (1930) elevated the su genus Lethenteron t generic status. 
Letl!enteron, with three pairs of inner laterals and with a greatly enlarged 
median cusp on the transverse lingual lamina looks rath r similar to tl e g nu 
Lampetra Gray ( 185 l) but tl iff rs in having a r w of unicuspid post erial teeth, 
which are completely absent in Lanzpetra {Vladykov and Follett, 1967). In spite 
of tllis and a diffe rence in geograpllical distribu tion several authors (Berg, 193 1, 
1948; Hubbs and Potter, 1971 ), to mention the most important, considered 
Letlu:nteron as a subgenus within the genus Lampetra. 
Regan (1911) considered Lampetra Gray ( 1851) and Entosplleuus Gill 
U 861 ) as two distinct genera. In the latter genus, in addition to Entosphenus 
tridentatus, several other species including the Arctic lamprey known then as 
Lanipetra japonica were combined . As explained above we consider the Arctic 
lamprey t be Letlzenteron japonicum. It must be stated that the gen us 
Entosplzenu , as originally established by Gill (1862) has four pairs of enlarged 
laterals while Lethenteron has only three. Hence we cannot agree with Regan's 
treat ment. Moreover in Entosphenus the t ransverse lingual lamina has no greatly 
enlarged median cusp and some teeth f the posterial row are bicuspid. The 
supraoral lamina, at least in parasitic species, has typically three cusps instead of 
two as in Lethenteron and there are typically five cusps on the infraorallamina 
instead of seven-eight in Letltenteroll. 
In the present art icle we consider Lethenteron as a distinct genus as it was 
defined by Vladykov and Follett (1967) and Vladykov and Kott (1 976). We 
recognize the ~ !lowing species in the genus Lenthenteron. 
(a) L. japonicum (Martens, 1868) a parasitic species found in orth 
America (Buchwald, 1968; McPhail :111d Lindsey, 1970 ; Nursall and 
Buchwald, 1972; Morrow, 1974) and Eurasia. Berg (1931: 98-103) 
recognized three forms of L. japonicum, which differ, in addition to 
their distribution, by their sizes. The largest form ( L. japonicum 
japonicum) is found along the western Pacific coasts. L. jaJ onicum 
septentrionale (Berg, 1931 ) distributed along the Arctic Ocean from 
the White Sea to the Ob basin, is intermediate in size, and L. 
japonicw n kessleri (Anikin, 1905) found in the rivers of Siberia from 
the Ob to the Kolyma and Anadyr and also on Sakhalin Island, is the 
smallest. No doubt, there are distinct local populations of L. 
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japonicum in Eurasia and North America some of which are 
anadromous in habit , while others 3re non-migratory and possibly 
land-locked (Johansen, 1935a; b; c; Morozova, 1956; 'ickolsky, 
1956: Po1torykhina , 1971, 1974). 
However, further more critical studi s are required to elucidate these important 
points. Lacking su ffi ient mat rial for com pari ·on, we do not differentiate 
subspecies in the present study as recognized by Berg (1 931 ). 
(b) L. lamottenii (Le Sueur, 1827) a nonparasitic species found in 
eastern and S( uthern orth America. Formerly this species was 
referred to as wilderi Gage (in Jordan and Everman, 1896). 
(c) L. reissneri (Dybowski, 1869) a nonparasitic species found in Ja an, 
Sakhalin Island, and Amur River basin (Jordan and Hubbs, 1925 *; 
Berg, 1931; Sato, 1951; Morozova, 1956; ickolsk , 1956: 
Abakumov, 1960;0kada, 1960; Hensel, 1963). 
(d) L. m eridionale Vladykov, Kott and Coad-Pharand, 1975, a 
non para itic pecies from eastern tributaries of the Gulf of Mexico 
(Vladykov, et aL , 1975). 
(e) A new nonparasitic species the description of which follows. 
*These authors called this species mitsuk11rii (Hatta) instead of the specific name reissneri 
(Dybowski). However the description given by the authors, and particularly the low number 
of myomer s (56-59) unquest ionably r.:fcrs 10 the true reissnerL 
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Description of 
Lethenteron alaskense sp. nov. 
This new nonparasittc species is named alaske11se since the hulotype and 
topotypic para types were collected in Iaska (figs I · 3). 
Holotype 
A male, 164 mm long with tag VDV4620 from West Creek, a tributary of 
Brooks Lake, Alaska; June 11, 1964; collected by W. Heard. Its present 
catalogue number i NMC76-614 and the specimen is deposited in the National 
Museum of atural Sciences, Ottawa, Canada. 
Diagnosis 
This new nonparasitic species belongs to the genus r ethenteron Creaser and 
Hubbs, 1922. Transformed specimens are distinguishable from the parasitic 
spectes of the arne genus, 1.. japonicum (Martens), by a permanently 
non-functional intestinal tract, weak dentition, smaller disc, and much smaller 
size. 
It is separable from two other nonparasitic species by a higher number of 
trunk myomeres (66-72) 1.. reissneri has less than 64 myomeres , and L. 
meridionale has 50 to 58 myometes. 
· The new species has about the same number of trunk myomeres as L. 
lamottenii, a third nonparasitic spectes limited in distribution to eastern and 
southern North America. Our new species differs from L. lamottenii by : (1) 
smaller size; (2) a generally weaker dentition (infraoral and lingual laminae, and 
posterials) but possessing more ante rials and supplementary marginals; (3) 
different number of velar tentacles: typically 5 in the new species and 7 in L. 
lanw ttenii; ( 4) differences in pigmentation pattern of the second dorsal fin and 
gular region (posterior ventral port ion of disc), and (5 a di ferent geographical 
distribution. 
Description of Holotype 
The holo type (Tag VDV4620), a male 164 mm in total length, is in 
spawning condition. Ils n nfu nctional intestine is reduced to an outside 
diameter of less than 1 mm. Measurements (in percentage of total lenglh) are: 
disc length 6.1, prebranchial length 11.0, eye length 2.1, bran hial length 10.4, 
trunk length, 46.3, and tail length 32.3. Disc length as a percentage of branchial 
length is 58. I . It ha 69 trunk myomeres. 
Since the holotype is in spawning stage, the two dorsal fin are touching 
one another and the genital papilla and disc are well developed. The anterial field 
has about 31 anterials, three of which nearest the supraoral lamina are larger 
than the rest. The supraoral lamina has a cusp at each end. There are three 
enlarged inner laterals on each side of the disc, all of which are bicuspid and 
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blunt. A few supplementary marginals are present along the right and left latera l 
sides of the disc. The infraoral lamina has seven small ro unded cusps. On the 
po terior field there is a single row, somewhat irregular, of 22 unicuspid teeth 
which are blunt and weakly corni fied . The transverse lingual lamina carries 13 
weakly cornified cusps and those on the longitudinal lingual laminae were not 
equally developed : on the left were present si blunt cusps, while on the right 
there were nine. 
Colour of the specimen preserved in 4-5% fo rmalin is grey brown on the 
bac and flan ks with a whitish colored ventral surface. 
Fig. 1 La teral view of the holotype of Lethenteron alaskense, Ta VDV 4620, J male in 
spawning condili n, TL (Total Length) 164 mm., West Creek, a tributary c f 
Brooks Lake, Alaska. 
Fig. 2 Enlargements of th head (a) and tail (b) regions of the holotype of l.ethenteron 
alaskense TL 164 mm. 
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There are !8 oral papillue d1spersed :Jr<lUllU the d1sc. :.~mung thl! fimbnae. 
The buccal cavity and ongue are not pigmented and the gui:Jr region also lacks 
dark ptgmentauon. fhe first dorsal tin is without a distinct antenor dark blotch, 
wh ile the second dorsal tin ha~ a distinct dark blotch only in the upper anterior 
regwn. Abou t one-half or the caudal 11n. closest to the notochord, 1s darkly 
pigmented :md the nn itself i sharply t riangul:lr in ~hape. 
Para types 
TI1e tlrst 24 paratypes are toputypic and the remammg 3re general 
paratypes, some or wh1ch were obtained close to the type locality wlule the 
others are from more distant places. Tags VDV46 I 6-4619 , 4621-4640 ( 16a", 
137-185 mm; 8~. 122-172 mm): collec ted with holotype, ame data and 
collector. Tag VDV4612-4614 (lo~ 143 mm: 2~. 137-155 mm) : Brooks River 
below outlet of Brooks Lake, Alaska : June 15, 1964; W. R. Heard. Tags 
81891-1900 (4o", 125-147 mm ; 6~, 128-168 mm): Brooks River, Alaska; August 
22-September 15 , 1962; W. R. Heard and Gissberg. Tags WJ467-l475 (6~ 
155-179 mm: 3~. 154-175 mm): Chatanika River, 1.5 km below Ell iot Highway 
Bridge, Fairbanks area, Alaska; June 12, 1976; K. T. Alt and E. . Roguski. Tags 
W85~-865, 867, 869-873 (lit!, 140-188 rnm ; 1 0~, 140-174 mm): Martin River, 
Mackenzie River system; orthwcst Territories; ovember-December 1972 and 
January 1973; T. Rex Porter. 
Transformed (Metamorphosed) Specimens 
Total length - A sample composed of 38 males collected from both 
Alaska and the Mackenzie River ranged in total length from 125 to 188 mm 
(average 158.7 mm), while 30 fe males from the same area ranged from 122 to 
175 mm (average 153.0 mm). 
Body proportions (Tables 1-8) - For mean measurements in percentages 
of total lengths the first number refers to 38 males and the seco nd to 30 
females: disc length 5.7 , 5. 1; pre branchial length 1 1 .4 , 10.7; eye lengt h 2.3, 2.3; 
branc hial length 9.9, 10. 1; trunk length 48. 1, 50.9; ta il length 30.8, 28.6; disc 
length in pe rcentage of branchial length is 56.7 and 50.5. 
The disc lengths of 11 males and 10 females from Martin River of 
Mackenzie River syste m, expressed in percentage of total lengths, were 
considerably shorter than disc lengths of specimens from othe r areas. The Martin 
River lampreys had recently underg ne transformatio n and their discs did not 
reach full development. This has also affected the disc length/branchial ratio of 
the Martin River speci mens. 
Trunk myomeres (Table 21 ) - The number of trunk myomeres in 67 
transformed specimens varies from 66 to 72 (average 69.4). 
Dentition (Table 26) - Since this species is nonparasitic, its teeth are 
typically weakly cornified and blunt. 
10 
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Enlarged photograph of lhe disc of the holotype of Lethemeron alaskense, TL 
164 mm. Note weakly developed and blunt cusps on the infruoral and transversal 
lint,'llaJ laminae. Compare this ft!!ure with Fig. 4 the disc of Letl1enteron 
lamottenii. 
Fig. 4 
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Enlarged pho tograph of the disc of Lethenteron lnmorrenii, a male, Tag W 681, 
TL 162 mm, Gatineau River, Quebel:. otc strongly developed cusps on the 
infraoral and transversallingual lammae. 
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The teeth n the anterior ield are small, blunt and poorly cornified and 
only in a few specimens the' may be better developed. They are in two series 
with larger teeth near the ~upraoral lamina and smaller ones towards the 
marginals. In three specimen only, the large r teeth are barely distinguishable in 
size fro m the smaller ones (VDV4612, VDV461 7 VDV4625). 
The average number of teeth on the anterial field was 30.4 (range 23-3 8). 
A single row of posterial teeth, 17-24 (average 20.2), small, rounded , weakly 
devel ped and often difficult to count, is present. 
Among different types of teeth, the supraora1 cusps are the best developed 
in our new species: among 34 p cimens, 21 had rather harp cusps, one at each 
end. An exception was one sp cimen , tag 8 1892, which had a pointed cusp at 
each end of the supraoral lamina and two small supplementary cusps in the 
middle. 
Cusps on the infraoral lamina were blunt and poorly developed, averaging 
8.6 (range 6-11 ). 
All specimens have six enlarged inner laterals, thre on each side of the 
disc, as is characteristic of the genus f. thenteron. The cusp formula was 
invariably 2-2-2. 
The median cusp of the transverse lingual lamina is enlarged, whereas its 
lateral cusps arc low, r undcd and often obsolete, and in many specimens 
uncountable. The height of the transverse lingual lamina is relatively low 
compared to the width. The average number o cusps on this lanu11a in the 1 
specimens was 12.0 (range 9-15). 
The cusps of the longitudinal lingual laminae were low, rounded and often 
obsole te. Their average number per lamina was 8.5 (range 6-13). 
Supplcmentar ' marginals are present on the lateral fields of the disc. In 
one specimen VDV4636, the marginal f rm a double row about the whole disc, 
approaching the condition seen by us in L. meridionale (Fig. 7). 
Velar tentacles (Table 27) · · Five velar tentacles were found most often , 
and the next frequent number was seven; the average being 5.8 (range 5-7). The 
tentacles were relatively short and slender with a median tentacle not very 
different from th lateral ones. 
Coloration - The sides and backs of specimens 1xed in 4-5% formalin arc 
greyish brown and the lower surface is whitish. In most specimens the first 
dorsal fin is nonpigmented but an anterior dark blotch is present on the second 
dorsal fin. Specimens from Chatanika River differed from other areas in that on 
the rest ut the second Jorsal fin were some additional chromatophores. The 
caudal fin is bl!avily pigmented. usually covering the whole fm. In all specimens 
no dark pigmentation was pre ent in the buccal cavity or on the tongue. In L. 
alaskense dark pigmentation is typically absent from the gular region of the d1sc , 
(Fig. 6) while in L. lamuttenii it is always present, as noted by Kott (1974). 
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Sexual dimorphi m (Tables 1-6) - The external appearances of males and 
females are similar lu tho~e described for L /amoUt:llii (Vlat.lykuv, I 949; Kott, 
1974). 
A:, Figs. 5 (a, b) dearly show, spawning male of L. alaskense, in additiun to 
a well developed genitJI paptlla, have rather high second dursal fin with an 
an.:h-hke outline. In contrast, spawmng females have a tnangular shaped second 
dorsal fin and a we ll-developed anal fin-like fold . 
There are also secondary sexuJI drffere nces in body proport ions. Disc 
lengtl , pr branchial length, and tail length are great r in n ales; femal es have a 
rela tively lor ger tru nk. 
Fecundi ty - Two females {Tags B 1900 and B 1897) from Brooks River, 
Alaska, mat urity stage 5, 1 50 and 168 mm in length , coll ec ted during August 22 
to September 25 , 1962, ha d 2 18R and 3477 eggs respectively, averaging 0 .9 mrn 
in diameter in both cases. Two females (Tags W865 and W867) from Martin 
River, Nort hwest Territories, matu rity stage 3, I 75 nun and 164 mm length , 
collected between ovembcr 1972 and January 1973 had 2700 (0.65 mm in 
diameter) and 30 17 (0.55 rn m in diameter) eggs respec tive ly. The average for the 
four specimens is 2846 eggs. 
Ammocoetes- Since our material of the larval stage of di fferent species of 
Lethe~1 teron is inadequate to make a comprehensi e stud , we shall omit in the 
presen t publication, uny trea tment of the ammocoetes. 
Comparison between Lethenteron a/askense 
and other species of t he genus 
Feeding habits - T .. alaskense, like L. lamottenii, L. reissneri, Jnd L. 
meridionale is a nonparasitic species. 1. . japonicum is the only parasitic spec ies in 
the genus. Accordin g to several authors (Richardson , 1836; Bi rman, !950; Heard 
1966; McPhail an d Lindse , 1970 ; Nursall and Buchwald, I 972) , it pa r~ s iti z e s 
di fferent types of fi shes in fresh and salt water. 
Number of myomeres (Tables 21-25) - The number of myomeres in 1 .. 
a!askeme range from 66 to 72 (ave rage 69.4 ). This is simila r to tha t of 1-. 
lamuttenii (range 66 to 74 , average 68.9) and L japonicum (range 65 to 73, 
average 69.5) bu t significa nt ly higher than that found in L. reis neri (r nge 57 10 
63, average 60.4) and L. meridionale (range 50 to 58 , average 54 .0; Vladykov, et 
al., 1975) 
Since L. lamottenii is closest to L. alaskense, more details on its number of 
myomeres would be desirable . For different populations o L. lamoucnii the 
numbe r of trunk myomeres were given by the followi ng authors: Vladykov, 
1949 {range 64-70), McPhail and Lindsey, 1970* (range 64-76)*, Manion and 
Pu rvis, 197 1 (ran ge 70-73), Kott , 1974 (r nge 65-74), Rohde, et al., 197 5 (range 
66-72), and Ro hde, eta!. , 1976 (range 64-72). 
* These authors give data not for myomercs proper but for "muscle grooves" , the c unts for 
which are somewhat higher than for myomeres. 
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For L. japonicwn from Hokkaido, Japan. Sa to (1 951) found 68 to 77 
myomeres; Heard (1966) reported 68 to 72 myomercs in anadr mo us f.. 
japonicum from Alaska; McPhail and Lindsey counting muscle grooves, instead 
o myomeres give the l"ollowing numbers: 68-74 grooves for Mackenzie River 
specimens and 65-80 or Alaskan specimens. L. japonicum kessleri, a land-locked 
form, has been reported to ha e 64 to 74 myomercs by Sa to ( 1951) and 67 to 
72 by Poltorykhina ( 1971, 1 974). 
L. reissneri defi nitely has a smaller number of trunk myomcres than L. 
alaskense. Jordan and llubbs (1 925) give 56 to 59 myomeres for L. reissneri 
ftom Japan. Okada (1960) reports 56 to 60 my meres. In our mate rial of 18 
specimens the myomere range is 57 to 63 (average 60.3). The following three 
authors considerably extend the upper limit of trunk myomeres for reissneri: 
Berg ( 1931) mentions 56 to 67: Sato (1 951) reported 57 to 66 and Poltorykhina 
( 1974) 66 to 72. ln our opinion the first two authors had mixed material of L. 
reissneri and perhaps L. japouicwn. Data of Poltorykhina is not applicable for L. 
rei sneri. 
On the basis of trunk myomere number, the species of Lethent ron can be 
divided into th ree groups: a) L. meridionale with an average of 54; b) L. reissneri 
with an average nea r 60; and c) the remaining th ree species with an average near 
70. 
Total length (Tables 1-20) Specimens of L. alaskense range in total 
length from 122 to 188 mm. The size of L. lamotrenii available for the present 
study (Tables 15-16). varies from 1 0:? to 192 mm. There is considerable 
geographical variation in the lengths of specimens. A population from cw 
llampshire consists of the shortest individuals- I 02 to 125 mm (Tables I 'i-16); 
from Lake Michjgan tributaries, Manion and Purvis (1971) reported "giant" 
specimen 260-299 mm; the medium sized-populat ions, 140-170 mm,are found 
in several states from New York to Tennessee. 
L. reissneri, principally rom Japan ranged from 1 16 to 172 mm (Tables 
I 7-18). The largest specimen of 200 mm was reported by Okada (1960) . 
The size of r. japonicum available for our study (Tables 9-10), varies from 
130 to 460 mm . The large t specimen on record was reported by Berg (I 948) as 
625 mm. The smallest recorded species in the genus is '-· meridionale, ranging in 
size from 96 to 141 mm (VIadykov, eta! .. 1975) . 
1n conclusion it could be stated that L japo111cum could be easily 
separated from other spec1e of the genus by its large size. 1\ny specimen Iunger 
than 350 mm belongs to tillS parasitic species. 
Body proportions -- a) General considerations: Many authors have 
considered the problem of variations 111 body proportions of different holarcttc 
lampreys. ~ome ot these authors include· Cotronci, 19~6, 1927 ; Vladykov, 
1927, 1949, 1955, 1973; Berg, I Q3J, (van ova· Berg, 1933; Hubbs and Trautman. 
1937; Leach. 1940: Vladykov and Roy, 1948; Dendy and Scott, 1953. Hall and 
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loore. 1954: Mmowva, 1956: Vladykov and Foll<!tt, I QS8, I Q65: Pletcher. 
1%3: W1gley, l9"1.J: Abakumov, I 960, l\fcPhail and Lindsey, 1 Q70: llardisty 
and Potter, IQ7 1. Bond and Kan, 1973· Kott , 1974:Beanushand Potter,l975: 
Kan. 1975: Yladykov, et at., J<}7'); Rohde. N a! .. 1976. A usel'ul imlcx In 
separat~ tlle nonparasitic and the parasitil specieS i the Lhangc in body 
pmpomons (to!' 1 length, d1sc length , ~tc.) after metamorphosis has occurred. 
onparasit ic species of !.crltcnteron include meridionale. alaskensc, lamonenii, 
and rcissneri. In all of these species. the maximum siLe of individuals is found at 
the time of met:tmorphosis from la rva (ammocoe tes) to adult. The length 
gmdually diminishe to the time of spawning when a exually mature individu:~ l 
of either sex is the shortest (Tables 19-20; Fig. 12). 
In the case of all adult parasitic spec1es, for instance L. japonicwn, the 
length of newly transformed individuals is the shortest. By regular feeding, the 
lengths of individu:1ls increases considerably, at least three or fou r tunes for I . 
japolliCIII/l (Tables 9 and I 0: Fig. 12) and even six limes for Petromy:un marillliS 
until the prespawning time. l lowever during the spawning period,~ shrinkage of 
the body occurs. particularly in the posterior section from the end of the first 
dors3l fin to the end ol the caudal fin. This shrinkage which is observed in all 
species of lampreys during the reproductive period iS partiCUlarly pronounced in 
parasitic species - - up to ::!2% in fclz tlzyumy:on unicuspzs (Vbdykov and Roy. 
1948) and 23.4% for male and and 21.3% for female Petromy:un maritzus 
(Parker and Lennon, !956). 
Amon the body roporlions the length of the isc is particularly variab le. 
depending fi r t on the sex (males have a l:J.rger disc than fe males) and s cond, in 
the case of parasitic species, on their feeding activity. Since disc length varies 
with feeding activity , young individual of L. japonicum have a r lat ively larger 
disc than old individuals at prespawning time (Table 9 and !0). Du ring the 
spawning period in all lampreys, both parasitic and nonparasitic, the disc 
become relatively larger. This is especially true of male lampreys. To ascertain 
differences in body proport ions and especially discs between parasitic and 
nonparasi tic lamprey , only individuals of similar size and the same sex should 
be compared (Tables 13 and l 4). 
Body proportions - b) Comparisons between species : The i1 formation on 
body pro ortions of L. alaskense ar given i1 Tables 1 t 8. Males and females 
are conside red separately. In this species the rat io is less than l :2 between the 
minimum and maximum lengths of metamorphosed specimens. For this reason it 
appears tha t differences in body proportions, especially disc length, depend 
more on sex of the individual and stage of matu rity, rather than lengths of 
individuals. 
Due to the fact that in the type locality for L. alaskense, namely the 
aknek River system, L. japonicwn is frequently present , it is important to 
make a comparison between these two species. It is especially important sine 
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Heard (1966) c nsidered both specie to belong to L. japonicum. Our data on L. 
japonicum arc summarized in Tables 9-12. As previously men lion d, the body 
proportions and especially dis~.: length, depend on the sex and feed ing (smaller 
specimens) as well as pawning (larger specimens) activit ie (Tables 11 :md 12). 
Differences in body proportions between /,. alaskcnse and L. japonicum 
arc par icularly noticeable in ey and disc lengths of individuals of corresponding 
size (Tables 13 and 14). Therefore, body propo rt ions alone can confirm the 
specific ident ity o f L. a/askense and L. japonicu/11. 
The body proportions of L. alaskense are not trikingly different from 
other nonparasitic species of the genus (Tables 19-20). Detailed information n 
body proportion of individual species can be found in Tables 15 and 16 fo r L. 
lamottenii, and 17 and 18 or L. reissneri. 
In general, for nonparasitic spe ies, body proportions are less importan t in 
separat ing specie than are dentition, myomercs and number of velar tentacles. 
Dentition (Table 26) - L. alaskense has a weak dentition with most of the 
cusps being rounded rather than pointed and in some pecimcns the teeth 
approach the condition found i11 L. meridionale, the pecies of Lethenteron wi th 
the mo t degenerate d ntit ion . 
In L. a/ask nse, cu ps on the infraoral and transverse lingual laminae are 
typically bl un t and poorly d veloped. Tlu s conditiot contrasts greatly with L. 
lamuttenii where teeth are well conufied and sharp. This strong dentition in 
certain spe imen of the latter species llas led some autho rs (Manion and Purvis, 
1971 to believe that these lampreys may be partially parasitic (Figures 4 and 
10). 
The number of anterials is very characteristic of differe nt nonparasitic 
speCies (Table 26), and the species may be ra 1ked in order of increasing number 
of an te rials: L. m eridionale, 5-34 (average 16.1 ): L. lam tl enii, !9-33 (average 
25. 7); L. alaskense, 23-38 (average 30.4); and L. reissneri, 38-44 (average 41. 7). 
Among other sets of tee th the number of supplementary marginals along 
la teral sides of the disc is equally important in separating nonparasitic species. 
upplementary marginals are lacking completely in L. lanwuenii while they are 
present in the three other species. Their nu mber is especially high in L. 
meridionale (Vladykov, et aL , 1975), wlule in L. alaskense and L. reissneri the 
number is approximately similar but somewhat lower than in L. m eridionale. 
In contrast with nonparasitic species, L. japonicum has the strongest 
dentition with cusps sharp, well developed. heavily corntfied and ol Jn 
orange-brown color. The plincipal teeth - wncr laterals, supraoral and infraoral 
laminae, and transverse lingual lamina - are very well developed with sharp 
cusps. l11e number of cusps on lingual laminae are more numerous than in other 
species of the genus numbering 13-18 (averag 14.9) on transverse and 10·14 
(average 12.1) on each lingual lanuna respectively. Thus it should be stressed 
that in dentition, L japo11icum is entirely different from L. alaskense and the 
other nonparasiuc species. 
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In general, dentition uf parasitic spedes of lampreys is particularly well 
developed and sharp during the period or active reeding and growth. 
Velar tentacles (Table 1 7) - Five velar tentacles was the number must 
frequently counted in L ala>kcnse Fig. 11). The average for ll specimens was 
5.8, ranging from five to seven. They are relatively short and slender. with the 
med1an or the s:11ne length as the lateral ones. In L. reissneri and /.. lamottenii 
the number of tentacles must ol ten observed was seven . The shape uf the 
tentacles are similar to those of L. alaskense. The range in L. lanwtte11ii was five 
to nine and averaging 7.3. Thi is the highest average for any species of 
Lethenteron L japonicwn has an average of 6.6 tentacles, range of five to seven. 
with seven being the most frequent count. L. japonicwn has tentacles which are 
relatively longer and more slender than in other speci s of the genus. Only three 
short, slender tentacles are found in L. meridionale (Vladykov, et al .. 1975) .. 
Coloration (Table 28) - All species of Lethentero11 have dark 
pigmentation on the caudal fin. On the other hand, pigmentation on the second 
dorsal w in the form of a dark blotch varies vith the species. Il is most strongly 
developed in L. japo11icum and L. alaskense. This dark blotch may be absent or 
only weakly developed 111 /,. lamottenii. It is completely lacking in L. reissneri 
In L. meridionale, dark pigmer tation rather than being a blotch of small dark 
chromatophores, consists of a series of vertically elongated narrow dark spots 
(Vladykov, et a!. , 1975). 
The gular region (vent ral surface of the posterior portion of the disc) is 
always darkly pigmented in L. lamottenii (Kott , 1974). It is absent in all other 
species. Only rarely in L. alaskense (in two specimens of 64), can a weak 
pigmentation be noted (Fig. 6). 
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Geographical Distribution 
Letfzenteron japonicum is properly named the "Arctic lamprey". It is well 
adapted to Arct ic conditions, b ing found as far north as 70o latitude J orth. The 
a adromous and land-locked popula tions of this most broadly Jist ributeu 
lam prey species in the Holarctic region are found in salt a1 d fr sh wat rs of 
nor the rn section of three continents: Europe, Asia and North America. In 
Europe, it is present in Pasvik River, East Finmark (Tambs-Lyche, 1963) and 
White Sea Basins. According to Berg ( 1948) in the Barents Sea Basin, its range is 
from Varangcr Fjord to the Pechora River; in Asia, it is found in the Arctic 
Ocean and its rivers from the Ob to the Kolyma; it is abundant on Anadyr 
terri tory, Kamchatka. in Okhotsk Sea Basin, Sakhalin, in the basin of the Sea of 
Japan on llokkaido and Honda; in the Amur (includin<T Sungary River, China, 
according to Hensel, 1963) and to the southern extremit ' of Korea {Fusan). 
On t.he orth An1erican continent, L japonicum is found in southern 
Alaska: Kenai Peninsula (Morrow, 1974) and Alaska Peninsula, especially in the 
Naknek River system (Heard, 1966) and along Bering Sea (St. Lawrence Island) 
and Berin Strait. Accordi g to McPhail and Lindsey (1970) it is present along 
the Bering Sea drainages and east along the Arctic Ocean drainage as far as 
Anderson River. Northwest Territories. It extends up the Yukon River into 
Yukon Territory and up the Mackenzie River to Great Slave and Artillery Lakes 
and to Fort Smith on Slave River. Formerly (around 1879) it was economically 
very important for native peoples along the Yukon River at MissiOn and Anvik 
(Turner, 1886; elson , I 887). 
It should be mentioned also that populations of L. japonicum are 
frequently found in the same water systems as other, but nonparasit ic lampreys 
of the same genus: L. reiss11eri in Asia and L alaskense in North America. 
L. reissneri, Jiving exclusively in freshwater, is found in Asia along the 
Pacitlc Ocean. In comparison with L. japonicwn, it has a restricted distribution. 
According to Berg ( 1948) and Okada (1960) it occurs in rivers or the Amur 
Basin. on Sakhalin, and on the islands of Japan 10 rivers and lakes (Biwa antl 
others), within both the Pacitlc Ocean and the Sea of Japan drainages, but 
absent from Ryukyu Island . 
The characteristic habitats of L. alaskense arc poorly known at present , 
but It appear~ to have a distribution largely coincident with that of L. japonicum 
m North Amerka. We have specimens from the Alaska Peninsula (mainly from 
the Brook River basin), from the Chatamka River u! the Yukon River Jrainagc 
near Fairbanks, and from Martin River, Mackenzie River system in the 
Northwest Territories. On the whole our material !early shows that the 
d1 tnbution of L alaskense IS !Jmitcd to northwestern North America. 
The known distnbution of I. lamottenit is as follows· on the Atlantic 
slope from New Hampshire (Sawyer, 1960; Scarola, 1973) to Roanoke River in 
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Y!fginia (Jenkin eta/., I 972: Rohde er at .. 1975): in the St. Lawrence drainage 
tt is lound in several Quebec rivers (Vladykov JQCI::! . [Q71), in Lake Champlain 
and in New York State (Greeley, 1930): it is present in tributaries of all of th 
Great Lakes* (Dymond eta/., 19::!9. Radforth. 1Q44: Thomas, 1961, 1966: 
Applegate et a/, 1961, Hubbs Jnd Lagler, 1964; \1anion :mel Purvis, 1971: Jnd 
Kort, 1971), v·ith the exception ot the eastern portton of Lake Ontario 
(Greeley, 1940; Scott and Crossman 1973) and the states o! Wtsconstn (Johnson 
and Becker, 1970) and Minnesota (Eddy amlllnderhill. 1974). 
[n the Mts is ippi drainage it is found in southern and eastern Minnesota 
(Eddy and Underhill , 1974); in Wisconsin it occurs as far north as the centre of 
the state (Greene, 1935; Johnson and Becker, 1970); it is present also in Iowa 
(Harlan and Speaker, 195 I); in Illinois (Smith, 1965); in Indiana (Nelson and 
Gerkin g. 1968); in Ohio (T rautrnan, I 957); in Pennsylvania (Eddy and 
Untlershill, 1974); in Missouri (Pflieger, 1971); in Kentucky (Clay , 1975); tn 
Arkansas (Buchanan , 1973: Harp, 1975): in the Tennessee River system of 
Tennessee (Vladykov et a/., 1975 ) and Alabama (Srnith-VantL, 1968). 
In contrast to L. a/askense. L. lamottenii is found only in eastern and 
southern sections of North Amenca. hence their areas of respective distribution 
are separated by a distance uf about 2400 km (1 500 miles) (Fig. I 3). 
· L. meridionale has a southern and a very restricted distribution. partially 
overlapping the southern range of L. lamottenii. It has been found in tributaries 
of the Tennessee River of the Mississippi system in the state of Tennessee, and 
the Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers in Alabama and Geurgia (Vladykov et a/. , 
1975). 
* n the Canadian side of Lake Superio r the most northerly and westerly distribu tion of L. 
lamottenii is reported by J. 1. Tibblcs (personal o mmunicatio n) to be Westman's creek, u 
small tributary of Batchawana Bay, about 80 km. north of ault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 
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Conclusions 
Since L. alaskense is often found in the same streams as L. japonicwn, and 
there are some authors (Heard, 1966) who consider that both belong to the same 
species, it w uld be advisable to make a brief comparison between these two 
species. 
L. japonicum is a parasitic species with a functional digestive t ract aft er 
metamorphosis. It ha pointed, very sharp and well cornified teeth on lhe disc, 
however it lacks supplementary marginals. The transverse lingual lamina has 
13-18 (14.9) cusps and there are 10-14 (1 2. 1) cusps on the longitudinal lingual 
laminae. It has 65-73 (69.5) trunk myomeres. The maximum recorded length is 
625 mm. In specimens less than 180 mm the disc is rather large, being at lea t 
72% of the branchial length in males and 64% of the branchial length in females. 
Ther are typically seven rather long velar tentacles. 
L. ala kense, on the other hand, is a nonparasitic species reaching its 
maximum length at metamorphosis of i88 mm and decreasing gradually in size 
throughout post-metamorphosis. The teeth are blunt and weakly cornified with 
supplementary marginals presen t. Cusps on the lingual laminae are often 
obsolete but in some specit ens were countabl . The transverse lamina has 9-15 
(12.0) cusps and there are 6-13 ( .5) cusps on each longitudinal lamina. There 
are 66 to 72 (69.4) trunk myomeres, about the same number as in L. japonicum. 
In specimens shorter than 180 mm in length the disc is rather small, bemg Jess 
than 67% of branchial length in males and less than 63% in females. There are 
typically five rather short velar tentacles. (Fig. 11 ). 
Among the nonparasitic species of Lethenteron, L. alaskense is nearest to 
L. lamottenii Moreover several authors (Wilimovsky 1954; Hubbs and Lagler, 
1964; Qua t and Hall, J 972) incorrectly identified L. alaskense as !.. lamottenii. 
For these reasons we are making a brief comparison between thes two species. 
Both are nonparasitic with a similar myomere count. 
The teeth of L. alaskense are blunt while in L. lamottenii they are sharp 
and well cornified but supplementary marginals are Jacking. The cusps on the 
lingual lammae in L. lamuttenii are pointed and there are 9-14 (11.8) on the 
transverse lamina and 5-9 (7.2) on each longitudinal lamina. Being the largest 
nonparasitic species, the maximum recorded length for L. lamottenii is 299mm 
(Manion and Purvis, 1971 ). There arc typically seven velar tentacles. Another 
distinctive character bet ween L. lamottenii and /,, alaskense is (Jigmenta lion . In 
the former, dark pigmentation un the second dorsal fin is typically lacking but 
on the gular reg10n dark chromatophores are always present (Fig. 6). The 
opposite is true for L. alaskei/Se. 
The area uf distribution of the above two nonparasillc spec1es is broa ly 
separated. L. alaskense has a known distribution llmtted to northwestern North 
America, and is separ:Jted by about 2400 km Jrom the area of distribution of L. 
lamottenii which is limited to eastern and southern areas of North America. (Fig. 
13). 
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Fig. 5 
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e\ual dimorphism of Lcthcnreron alaskcnsc taken during the spawning period, 
Chatanika River, A.lilska. 
a) spawning male, Tag W 1471 , TL 164 mm, has a well-developed geni tal 
papilla and high second dorsaJ tin with an:h-likc fret! edge, 
b) spawmng female, Tag W 1469, TL 175 mm,l~;t~ anallin-likl' told and a 
triangular-shaped second dorsal rm. 
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Fig. 6 Dark pigmenta tion of the gular region in two metamorphosed nonparasitic species 
of Letlwmeron: a) L. alaskense, Tag VDV 4612, lacks pigmentation, while b) D. 
lamottenii, Tag W l532, has strong pigmentation. 
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Enlarged discs of four species of Lethcntero11: 
a) L JOpomcum, Tag VDV 6544, female, in fecdmg stage, TL J 73 rnm, 
Brooks River, Alaska. 
b L alaskense, Tag VDV 46:23, spawning male, TL 185 mm., West Creek, 
a tributa.ry of Brooks lake, Ala kn. 
c) L. rcismen. Tag Wl547, spawnmg male, TL 147 mm., luto~e River 
Hokk;udo. 
d) L meridionale, Tag \'v 667, male. TL 104 mm .• Blu~ Springs Creek, a 
tributary of the Tennessee River, Tennessee. 
Fig. 8 
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a 
b 
Enlarge ments of the head region of males of fo ur species of Lethenteron: 
a) L. japonicu.m, Tag J 734, recently metamorphosed male, TL 190 mrn ., 
Hokkaido. 
b) L /amottenii. Tag W 681, male, TL 162 mm., Gatineau River, Quebec. 
c) L. reissneri, Tag W 1547 , spawning male, TL 147 mm ., Chitose River, 
Hokkaido. 
d) L. meridi01wle, Tag W 667, male, TL I 04 mm., Blue Spr" ngs Creek, a 
trib utary o f the Tennessee River, Tennessee. 
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a 
d 
f-ig. 9 Enlargements l'l the taLl region ot males of lour species of Letht•ntt:roll (the sam!! 
specimens as in Fig. 8): 
a) L. japonicum; b) L. lamottf'llii; c) L. reissneri, and d) L. meridio11alt:. 
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Fig. 10 ompariso n betwe.::n tl e cusps o n the lingual ,md infra oral laminae of fo ur specie 
o f Lethenteron: 
L. japonicwn: a and c, Tag VDV 6544, female, m feeding stage, TL 173 mm., 
Brooks River, Alaska; b, Tag \V 696, spawning female, TL 422 mm., Am ur River, 
USSR. 
L. alaskelzse.· d, Tag W 14 75, spawmng male, T L 1 79 rnm., Chatanika River, 
Ala ska. 
L. lam uttenii: c, without tag, male . TL 189 mm ., Big Creek, Lake Erie, Ontario; f, 
Tag W 999, mule, TL 16 2 mm., Gati.neau Rive r, Quebec. 
L. reissneri: g, Tag W 684, spawning male , TL ! 43 mm., Tym River, Sakhalin, 
USSR. 
Remarks: i - in fraorallingllallami.na 
I - longitudinal lingual laminae 
t - transverse lingual lamina 
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Fig. 11 Comparison between velar tentacles off ur species o f Lerhenraron: 
!.. japonicum; a -- ventral view of tentacles (only 5 tentacles visible) 
a nd 
b - dorsal vtew of tentacles l~ll 7 tentacles vhible), Tag \\ 693, lcmalc, 
TL 437 mm., Amur River, USSR. 
L. alaskense; c ven Ira! view (all 5 tentacles visible, Tag W 146 7 spawning 
female, TL 154 mm., Chata nika Rtver, Alaska. 
L. lamo/tenii: d - dorsal view (all 7 tentacles visible), Tag W 995, spawning male, 
TL 154 mm., Sturgeon Bay, Wisconstn. 
L. reismcri; e- ventral view (only 5 tentacles vi~ible), lag W 682, male, TL 154 
mm., Tym River, Sakhalin, USSR. 
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Fig. 12 Different trends in changes of total length during the life cycle of two 
hypothetical sp.::cies of lampreys (Petromyznnidae), one of whi h is a nonparasitic 
species (A) and tl e o ther a parasitic spec1es (B). 
The dash ed lines: 0 - a represents the progressive increa e in length of 
ammocoetes from ha tching to the onset of metamorphosis. 
The solid lines: a - m represents the duration of metamorphosis from ammocoete 
to adult stage (decrease in length of an ammocoete) ; 
m- P: in parasitic species, represents the increa e in length of adults 
during the feeding period and in nonparasitic species, the decrease in 
length of adults which never feed after complet ing metamorphosis; 
P- S: represents the decrease in Jengtl1 of adult lampreys of o th types 
during prespawning period to time of spawning, which is fo llowed by 
dea th. 
No te: The dura tion of the ammocoete !age- differs between parasitic and nonparasitic 
species, the metamorphosis period is generally the same for bo th types, ami the 
Jdult stage (post-metamorphosis) is less than one year for nonparasit ic, and one to 
two years for parasitic species. 
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l _ _j 
Fig. 13 Areas of distribu tion of L. famottcllii (B) and f.. alaskellsc (AI Black lriJngles 
indicate ..:xuct localities where specimens u!' L. alaskensc were w tlccted. 
TABLE 1. Body proportions (in percentage of total length) of 21 sp:twmng males of Lctflr.:llteron a/askense from 
Naknek River drainage system, Alaska. 
Tag No. Total d-B( .. Bt-B7 .!!.l:.a a-C 0 d d 
lengt h TL 1'L TL TL TL TL Bt -B7 
(mm) (TL) 
Bl899 125 12.5 I 1.0 45.4 30.0 2.6 5.8 52.6 
Bl894 134 11. 3 9.7 46.2 28.5 2.2 5.2 58.5 
VDV4628 137 11.3 9.5 48.5 30.7 2.6 6.2 65.4 
B1892 143 11.4 10.2 48.0 28.9 2.2 5.7 56.2 z 
VDV4612 143 11.9 10.1 46.9 31.1 2.8 6.3 62.1 .- t11 
Bl898 147 12.0 11.6 45.9 30.6 2.7 5.9 50.6 -· ~ "' C/l VDV46 33 151 J 1.3 10.3 48.0 30.5 2.0 6.0 58.1 .. "1:l 
VDV4635 152 11 .5 9.9 47.7 30.9 2.3 5.9 60.0 
t11 
0 (') 
VDV46 25 154 10.1 9.4 47.1 33.4 2.3 5.5 58.6 .... r;l 
VDV46J 6 158 10. 1 9.8 46.8 32.9 2.2 5.4 54.8 -t 0 
VDV46 17 158 10.8 9.8 45.9 33.5 2.2 6.0 61.3 a ., 
VDV4619 161 9.9 9.6 49. 1 31.4 2.3 5.0 51.6 U" t"" 
VDV4630 162 10.8 9.6 47.8 30. 2 2.2 5.9 > 61.3 - ::::: 
**VDV4620 164 l l.O 10.4 46.3 32.3 2.1 6.1 58.1 
.., 
"1:l 
VDV46 22 165 10.0 9.4 47.9 32.7 1.8 5.5 58.1 "' ;:ll t11 VDV4632 165 10.6 9.1 46.4 27.9 2.1 5.8 63 .3 -< 
VDV4627 167 11.1 9.9 47.6 31.4 2.1 6.3 63.6 
VDV4639 167 10.8 10.2 4 7.3 31.7 2.4 5.7 55.9 
VDV46 38 172 10.8 9.9 47.2 33.2 2.6 6.2 65.4 
VDV4636 183 10.4 10.1 46.7 32.8 2.2 5.5 54.1 
VDV46 23 185 11.1 9.5 46.5 33.0 2.2 6.1 65 .7 
MEAN 156.8 11.0 10.0 47.2 31.3 2.3 5.8 59.0 
RANGE 125-185 9.9-12.5 9.1-11.6 45.4-48.5 27.9-33.5 1.8-2.8 5.0-{).3 50.6-65.7 
*For definition of measurements, sec Materials and Metho ds 
t..>O 
** holo type ...... 
TABU' 2. Bod~· proportions (in percentage of to tal1ength) ot 17 spawning females o f Lethenteron alaskense from 
:Naknek River drainnge system, Alaska. 
Tag No. Total d-B1 ~ ~ a-C __Q_ d _ d_ 
length TL TL TL TL TL TL B1-B7 
(mm) (TL) 
VDV4624 122 11.1 9.8 48.4 30.7 2.5 6.1 62.5 
B1893 128 10.6 10.2 52.3 28.0 2.7 5.6 55.4 
VDV4631 135 10.4 9.6 52.:! 27.8 1.9 5.2 53.8 
Vl896 135 11.6 9.2 52.4 26.3 2.9 5.6 60.5 
B189J 135 1!.2 10.0 50.8 28.3 2.5 5.9 58.5 
VDV4613 137 10.9 10.6 48.5 29.2 2.2 5.5 51.7 
VDV4637 142 9.5 9.9 50.4 30.3 2.4 4.9 50.0 
B189S 148 10.5 10.1 51.0 28.0 2.5 4.9 50.0 
VDV4618 148 10.8 10.1 50.7 28.4 2.0 5.1 50.0 
B1900 149 10.9 10.5 48.7 29.4 2.5 5.0 47.8 
VDV4626 150 10.7 10.7 49.3 29.3 2.0 5.3 50.0 
VDV4614 155 11.0 9.7 49.4 29.7 2.3 5.2 53.3 
VDV4640 167 11.1 9.9 47.6 31.4 2.1 4.8 48.5 
VDV4629 168 10.4 10.1 50.0 29.5 2.4 5.1 50.0 
Bl897 168 9.3 11.3 49.2 28.5 2.0 4.0 36. 
VDV4634 169 9.5 9.5 51.8 29.3 2.1 4.7 50.0 
VDV4621 172 9.9 9.9 52.0 28.2 2.0 4.9 50.0 
MEAN 148.7 10.5 I 0.1 50.3 29.0 2.3 5.2 51.7 
RANGE 122-172 9.3-11.1 9.2-11.3 4 7.6-52.4 26.3-31.4 1.9-2.9 4.0-6.1 36.0-62.5 
(.;0 
N) 
z 
trl 
~ 
C/l ., 
trl 
(') 
trl 
(/) 
0 .., 
l' 
;J> 
:::: ., 
"' trl -< 
TABLE 3. 
Tag No. 
Wl470 
W1471 
Wl472 
WJ473 
W1474 
Wl475 
MEAN 
RANGE 
Wl467 
Wl468 
W1469 
MEAN 
RANGE 
Body proportions (in percentage of total length) of 6 spawning males and 3 spawning femnles of Lethenteron 
alaskense from Chatanika River (Yukon drainage system), Alaska . 
Males 
Total ~ ~ B7-a a-C 0 d d 
length TL T L TL TL TL TL" BJ-87 
(mm) (TL) 
155 12.3 10.3 47.1 30.3 1.9 6.5 62.5 
164 12.8 11.0 46.3 29.9 2.4 7.3 66.7 
165 11.5 10.3 48.5 30.3 2.4 6.7 64.7 
167 13.1 10.8 47.9 28.7 2.4 6.9 63.9 
170 11. 8 10.0 47.1 31.1 2.1 5.9 58. ~ 
179 12.3 10.1 48.0 30.2 2.2 6.7 66.7 
166.7 12.3 10.4 47.5 30. 1 2.2 6.7 6 3.8 
155-179 11.5-13. 1 10.0-1 1.0 46.3-48. 5 28.7-31.1 1.9-2.4 5.9-7.3 58.8-66.7 
Females 
154 11 .7 10.4 50.6 27.9 1.9 5.5 53.1 
173 11.6 10.4 49.7 28.3 2.0 5.8 55.6 
175 11.4 10.9 52.6 25.7 2.0 5. 7 52.6 
167.3 11.6 10.6 51.0 27.3 2.0 5.7 53.8 
154-175 11.4- 11.7 10.4-1 0.9 49.7-52.6 25.7-28.3 1.9-2.0 S.5-5.8 52.6-55.6 
z 
1"'"l 
~ 
Vl .., 
1'1 
(") 
1'1 
Vl 
0 .., 
r-
):> 
~ 
'"tl 
:;1::1 
1'1 
....: 
VI) 
VI) 
TABLE 4. Body proportions (in percentage of total length) of I l recently IJ:ansformed males of Lethenteron alaskense uo 
from Martin River of Mackenzie River System, Northwest Territories. 
.... 
Tag No. Total d-BJ B1-B7 13?-:J J-C 0 d d 
length TL TL TL 1T TL n I3 J-B7 
(mm) (fL) 
VDV869 140 14.3 9.3 49.6 30.0 2.9 5.7 6 1.5 
VDV871 141 11.3 10.6 50.4 30.5 2.5 5.0 46.7 
VDV856 144 ll.l 9.0 51.0 30.6 2.4 4 .9 53.8 
VDV858 147 10.2 9.9 51.0 30.3 2.4 4.4 44.8 
VDV853 152 11.2 9.9 5!.3 28.0 2.6 4.6 46.7 2 
VDV870 160 10.9 9.1 47.8 30.9 2.5 5.6 62.u rr1 ~ 
VDV873 161 14.9 8.7 49.1 31.4 2.5 5.3 60.7 C/) 
VDV854 161 10.6 9.6 48.8 30.4 2.5 5.0 51.6 "0 
rr1 
VDV863 170 10.6 9.1 49.7 29.4 2.1 4 .7 51.6 Q 
VDV857 172 10.8 10.5 51.2 29.1 2.3 4 .7 44.4 1;1 
VDV862 188 10.1 9.3 50.3 30. 1 2.1 4.5 48.6 0 .., 
MEAN 157.8 ll.5 9.5 50.0 30.1 2.4 4.9 48.4 t""' > 
RANGE 140-188 10.1-14.9 8.7-10.6 48.8-S 1.3 28.0-31.4 2.1-2.9 4 .4-5. 7 44 .4-62.0 s: 
"0 
:;.;l 
rr1 
o-c:: 
TABLE 5. 
Tag No. 
VDV861 
VDV85 2 
VDV872 
VDV851 
VDV859 
VDV855 
VDV864 
VDV867 
VDV860 
VDV865 
MEAN 
RANGE 
Body proport ions (in percentage of total length) of 10 recently transformed females of Lethenreron 
a111skense from Mar tin River of Mackenzie River System, Northwest Territories. 
Total d-B J 8(-87 ~ a-C _Q_ d _d_ 
length 1'L TL TL TL TL TL B1-B7 
(mm) (T L) 
140 12.1 10.7 51.4 25.7 3.2 57 53.3 
144 11.1 I 0.4 53.5 27.4 2.4 52 50.0 
14 7 11.2 9.8 52.7 28.9 2.4 4 7 48.0 
! 55 10.6 9.6 51.6 28.7 2.3 4.5 46.7 
156 10.3 9.3 52.9 28.5 2.2 3.8 41.3 
157 11.1 9.9 51.3 27.7 2.2 4.1 41.9 
160 10.6 9.1 51.9 29.4 2.2 4. 7 51.7 
163 10.7 9.2 50.9 28.8 2.5 4.9 53.3 
165 10.9 11.2 51.5 28.5 2.7 4.5 40.5 
174 10.1 9.5 52.3 29.9 1.7 4.6 48.4 
156.1 10.9 9.9 52.0 28.4 2.4 4.7 47.5 
14Q-1 74 I 0.1-12.1 9.1-l 1.2 50.9-53.5 25.7-29.9 1.7-3.2 3.8·5.7 40.5-53.3 
z 
M 
~ 
(J) ., 
CT'J n 
~ 
0 .., 
t'""' 
)-
s: ., 
;o 
M 
-< 
(JO 
U1 
TABLL 6. Summar~ of body proportions (in percentage of total length) of males and females of Lerhenteron alaskense uo 0'> 
from three different localities, based on Tables 1-5. 
Jl;o.or Locality Total length d-B1 B1-B7 B7-a a-C 0 d d 
specimens in mm (TL) TL TL ----n=- n n TL Bt-B7 
Males --
21 Naknek R. 156.8 I 1.0 10.0 47.2 31.3 2.3 5.8 59.0 
125-185 9.9-12.5 9.1-11.6 45.448.5 27.9-33.5 1.8-2.8 5.0-6.3 50.6-65.7 
z 
6 Chatanik:i R. 166.7 12.3 10.4 47.5 30.1 2.2 6.7 63.8 tr1 :E 155·179 I 1.5-13.1 I 0.0-11.0 46.348.5 28.2-31.2 1.9-2.4 5.9-7.3 58.8-66.7 en 
"' li Martin R. 157.8 11.5 9.5 50.0 30.1 2.4 4.9 tr1 48.4 () 
140-188 10.1-14.9 8. 7-10.6 48.8-51.3 28.0-31.4 2.1-2.9 4.4·5.7 44.4-62.0 [;{ 
0 
Females 'Tl 
r 
17 Naknek R. 148.7 I 0.5 10.1 50.3 29.0 2.3 5.2 
> 
51.7 3: 
122-172 9.3-1!.1 9.2-11.3 47.6-5 2.4 26.3-31.4 1.9-2.9 4.0-6.1 36.0-62.6 "' ~
tr1 
3 Chatanika R. 167.3 11.6 10.6 51.0 27.3 2.0 5. 7 53.8 
...: 
154.175 11.4-11.7 I 0.4-10.9 49.7-52.6 25.7-28.3 1.9-2.0 5.5-5.8 52.6-55.6 
10 ~hrtin R. 156.1 10.9 9.9 52.0 28.4 2.4 4.7 4 7.5 
140-174 10.1 -12.1 9.1-11.2 50.9-53.5 25.7-29 .9 1.7-3.2 3.8-5.7 40.5-53.3 
e_ __ ___,. y • 
TABLE 7. Variatio n in body propor tions (in percentage of tota l 1 en~t h) jCCordin~ tu size in 21 ~pjwning mJies o f 
LcthentC!rOII alaskense from Naknek River draimgc system. Data based on Table I . 
Number of Total length d- B1 ~ Bp a-C _Q .J!. d 
specimens in mm (TL) --,=r- TL TL TL T L Tl B 1-B7 
125 12.5 11.0 45.4 30.0 2.6 5.8 52.6 
2 135.5 11.3 9.6 4 7.4 29.6 2.4 5.7 62.0 
134- 137 11.3 9.5-9. 7 46.2-48.5 28.5 -3 0.7 2.2-2.6 5.2-6.2 58.5-65.4 
3 144.3 11.8 10.6 46.8 30.2 2.6 6.0 56.3 
14 3-1 4 7 11.4-12.0 10.1-11.6 45.9-48.0 28.9-3 1.1 2.2-2 .8 5. 7-6.3 50.6-6 2.! 
5 154.6 10.8 9.8 47. 1 32.2 2.2 5.8 58.6 
151-158 10.CH 1.5 9.4- !1.3 45.9-48.0 30.5-33.5 2.0- 2.3 5.4-6.0 54.8-6!.3 
7 164.4 10.6 9.7 47.4 31.2 2.1 5.8 58.8 
161-167 9.9-ll.l 9.1-10.4 46.349.1 27.9-32.7 1.8-2.4 5.0-6.3 51.6-63.6 
3 180.0 10.8 9.8 46.8 33.0 2.3 5.9 61.7 
172-185 10.4-11.1 9.5-LO.l 46.5-4 7.2 32.8-33.2 2.2-2.6 5.5-6.2 54.1 -65.7 
z 
C'1 
~ 
Vl 
-c 
tT1 n 
~ 
0 ..,. 
r 
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~ 
tTl 
~ 
uo 
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TAI3L[ 8. Variation in body proportions (in p~rcentage of total length) accordi ng tu size in I 7 spawning fl'malc s of (.>0 00 
Lcthcntcron a/askci!Se from Naknek River drain<lge system. Dat.:l based on Table 2. 
Number of Tolld length ~ ~ ~ a-C 0 d u 
specimens inmm CTLl TL TL TL n TL TL B1-B7 
2 125.1.1 10.9 10.:! 50.4 29.4 2. 6 5.9 59.0 
12:!-128 10.6-11.1 9.8-J 0.2 48.4-52.3 28.0-30.7 2.5-2 7 5.6·6.1 55.4-62 .5 
4 135.5 11.(1 9.9 51.0 27.9 2.4 5.6 56.1 
135-137 I 0.4-1 t.6 9.2-10.6 48.5-52.4 26.3-29. 2 1.9-2. 9 5.2-S.9 51.7-60.5 z t"'' 
:E 
4 14tl.8 10.4 10.2 :'i0.2 29.0 2.4 5.0 49.5 (/) 
142-149 9.5-10.9 9.9-10.5 48.7-7-51 .0 28.0-30.3 2.0-2.5 4 .9-5.1 47 .8-50.0 
"0 
M 
Q 
2 152.5 10.9 10.2 49.4 29 .5 2.2 5.3 5l.7 el 
150-155 10.7-1 1.0 9.7-10.7 49.3-49.4 29.3-29.7 2.0-2.3 5.2-5.3 50.0-53. 3 0 
T, 
4 168.0 10.1 10.2 49.7 29 .7 2.2 4 .7 46 .1 
l' 
> 
167-169 9.3-l l.l 9.5-11.3 4 7.6-5 1.8 28.5-31.4 2.0-2.4 4.0-5 .1 36 .0-50.0 $: 
"0 
:;o 
172 9.9 9.9 52.0 28.2 2.0 4.9 50.0 t"'' -< 
TABLE 9. 
Tag No. 
VDV655 5 
VDV6552 
VDV6557 
VDV6548 
VDV6558 
VDV6545 
VDV6554 
MEAN 
RANGE 
SW313 
SW315 
SW316 
MEAN 
RANGE 
Body propor tions of 14 feeding and J I spawning males of Leth cnteron joponicwn of A!Jska. ht! Northw..:st 
Territories, Japan (liokkaido) and U.S.S.R . 
--
Total d-.8 1 Bt-B7 87-a a-c 0 d d 
length n ----n- --orr:- TL 1T TL Bt-B7 
(mm) (TL) 
Feeding Stage 
---
Alaska - Naknek River System 
130 14.6 10.0 46.5 2R.!l 3.5 7.3 73.1 
167 13.5 9.6 48. 2 28.7 2.7 6.9 71.9 
168 12.5 9.8 48.5 29.2 :l.fl 7.1 72.3 
172 13.7 9.6 47.4 29.1 2.9 7.1 723 
180 12. 8 10.3 50.6 26.9 2.S 6.9 67 .1J 
185 12.7 9.5 49.2 2R.6 2.7 6.8 71.4 
198 12.6 10.1 50. 5 26.S 2.5 6.6 65 .0 
171.4 13.6 9.8 48.7 28.3 2.9 7.0 70 . .'i 
13{}- 198 12.5-14.6 9.5-10.3 46.5-50.6 26.8 29.1 2.5-3.5 6.6-7.3 65.0-7 3.1 
Beaufon Sea 
151 I 3.2 9.3 2.6 6.3 67.9 
175 13.7 9.7 - 2.9 6.3 1147 
196 12.8 8.7 - 2.3 6.1 7(1.6 
174.0 13.2 9.2 - - 2.6 6.2 67 7 
151-196 12.8-1 3.7 8. 7-9 .7 2.3-2.9 6.1-6.3 64.7-70.6 
2 
r:' __.. 
--: 
V' 
"'0 
-:-: 
n 
;;: 
c .,., 
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~ 
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::0 
rr. ... 
uo 
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TABLt 9. (continued) 
Nor thwest Terr itories - Great Slave lake Area ,j:. 
0 
G2824 265 13.6 10.2 50.9 25.3 2.1 6.4 65.4 
G2823 290 12.4 9.5 47.9 30.2 2. 1 5.9 58.6 
G2826 317 11.4 8.7 51.1 28.9 2.1 5.4 56.7 
MEAN 290.7 12.5 9.5 50.0 28.1 2. 1 5.9 60. :? 
RANGE 265-317 11.4-13 .6 8.7-10.2 4 7 .. 9-51. 1 25.3-30.2 2. 1 5.4-6.4 56.7-65.4 
Japan (llo kkaido) 
J734 1911 12.6 9.4 50.2 27.7 3.0 6.2 65 .4 z 
COMBINED r"'' 
MF.AN 206.5 13.0 9.5 49.6 2[;.0 2.7 6.3 66 .0 ~ 
VI 
"0 
ITl 
('} 
Spawning Cl 
Northwest Territories - Great Slave Lake Area 0 .., 
r' 
G2821 ~6 1! 12.5 8.8 .'i0.4 28.7 2.1 6.0 64.0 )> s: 
G2827 284 12.0 10.0 48.2 29.8 1. 8 6 .0 54.R "0 
Mlc.AN 276.0 12.3 9.4 49.3 :!9 .2 1.9 6.0 59.4 
:;>;) 
t"'1 
RANGE 268-284 12.0-12.5 8.8-l 0.0 48.2-50.4 28.7-29.8 1.8-2. 1 6.0 54 .8-64.0 -< 
Japan ( llokkaido) 
Wl549 345 12.2 11.0 47.8 29 .0 1.7 6.4 57.9 
WI 55 I 369 12.2 II. I 4 7.2 29.8 1.6 6.5 58.5 
WI55J 370 11.6 10.5 46.5 30.8 1.8 6.5 61.5 
Wl550 375 I 1.7 10.9 48.0 28.5 1.7 7.7 70.7 
Wl552 411U 11.5 10.3 48.3 30.3 1.6 6.5 63.4 
\II:.AN 371.8 11.8 10.8 47.6 . 29.7 1.7 6 .7 62.4 
RANG! 345-400 11.5- 12. 2 I 0.3-11.1 46.5--4 8.3 28.5-30.8 1.6-1.8 6 .4- 7.7 57.9-70. 7 
TABLE 9. (continued) ·- - - -
U.S.S.R. - Amur River 
W698 342 11.1 9.9 
W690 391 10.5 10.2 
W691 396 10.4 I 0.4 
W694 41 5 I 0.4 10.4 
MEAN 386.0 10.6 10.2 
RANGF 342-415 10.4-11 I 9.9-10.4 
COMBINFD 
MEAN 344.6 11.6 10.1 
53.5 25.7 1.6 
53.2 27.1 1.4 
53.8 25.8 1.5 
54.9 24.6 1.5 
53.9 25.8 1.5 
53.2-54.9 24.6-27.1 1.4-1.6 
50.3 28.::! 1.7 
5.6 55 9 
5.4 52.5 
5.1 48.8 
5.1 48 8 
5.3 51.5 
5.1-5.6 48.8-55 .9 
6.0 57.8 
z 
tTl 
~ 
'"C 
rr. 
I'") 
r'1 :1'1 
0 .., 
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TABLE 10. Body proportions (in percentage of tolal length) of 20 feeding and 18 spawning stage females of .... Nl 
Lethenteron japonicum o f' Alaska, Northwest Territories, Japan and U.S.S.R. 
Tag Nu. Total ~ ~ ~ a-C 0 d d 
length TL TL Tl TL. TL TL B 1-B7 
(mm) (TL) 
Feeding Stage 
Alaska - Naknek River System z 
!"<1 
~ 
VDV6S87 135 L3.3 10.0 48.5 28.1 3.7 7.4 74.1 c.n 
VDV6590 154 14.0 9.7 48.4 27.9 3.2 7.1 "' 73.3 tr1 
VDV6556 169 14.2 9.5 4 7.6 28.7 3.0 6 .8 71.9 0 
VDV6551 170 13.2 9.4 48.5 28.8 2.6 6.2 65.6 ~ 
VDV6544 173 13.9 9.8 50.0 26.3 2.9 7.5 76.5 0 
VDV6549 174 13.5 10.1 46.8 29.6 2.9 6 .6 65 .7 
'"<! 
t""' 
VDV6546 178 12.4 10.1 50.6 27.0 2.8 6.5 63.9 > 
VDV6547 192 12.5 9.6 50.0 28. 1 2.6 6.3 64.9 iS: 
"' VDV6550 195 12.8 9.7 49.5 27.9 2.6 6.9 7 l.l ~
VDV6553 196 12.2 9.7 50.8 27.6 2.6 6.6 68.4 !"<1 -< 
MEAN 173.6 13.2 9.8 49.0 28.0 2.9 6.8 69.5 
RANGr 135·196 12.2-14.2 9.4-10.1 46.8-50.8 26.3-29.6 2.6-3.7 6.2-7.4 63 .9-76.5 
Beaufort SC<l 
SW312 204 12.7 10.3 2.0 6 .4 61.9 
SW314 242 11 .6 9.9 - 2.l 5.0 50.0 
Ml:.AN 223 12.2 10.1 - 2.1 5. 7 56.0 
RANGE 204 -242 l 1.6-12.7 9.9-10.3 - 2.0-2. 1 5.0-6.4 50.0-61.9 
TABLE I 0. (continued) 
Northwest Territories- Grea t Slave Lake Area 
G2825 209 12.0 9.6 50.7 27 .8 2.2 6.7 66.7 
G2822 289 11.6 9.0 50.9 28.2 1.6 6.2 64 3 
G2828 295 I 1.9 7.8 52.9 27.5 1.7 6. 1 68.9 
MEAN 264.3 11.8 8.8 51.5 27.8 1.8 6.3 66.6 
RANGE 209-295 11.6-1 2.0 7.8-9.6 50.7-52.9 27.5-28.2 1.6-2.2 6.1 -6.7 64.3-68.9 
Japan (Hokk:l ido) 
1736 169 12.8 9.6 48.3 29.2 3.1 6 .6 69.1 z 
W2383 172 12.2 9.3 50.0 29.1 2.9 
W2382 178 12. 1 9.0 48.6 29.8 2.8 
W2384 187 12.0 8.6 50.3 29.7 3.2 
W2385 193 13.0 8.8 49.2 29.5 2.6 
5.5 59.4 l"'l 
5.6 62.5 ~ 
(I) 
5.3 62.5 "0 
6.0 67.6 l"'l (') 
MEAN 179.8 12.4 9. 1 49.3 29.5 2.9 
RANGE 169-193 12.0-13.0 8.6-9.6 48.3-50.3 29.1-29.8 2.6-3.2 
5.8 64.2 !;; 
5.3-6 .6 59.4-69. 1 0 
COMBINED ...., 
MEAN 210.2 12.4 9.5 49.9 28.<! 2.4 6.2 64.1 r :> 
:: 
Spawning "0 ;;o 
:rl 
Alaska - Mission on Yukon River -< 
351 10.5 9.1 52.4 26.2 1.4 5.7 62.5 
358 10.3 9.4 51.1 28.9 1.4 5.7 61.9 
364 10.7 9.2 52.5 27.5 1.6 5.6 61.2 
373 11.0 9.1 51.7 27.3 1.6 5.1 ~5.9 
376 10.6 9.2 49.5 28.5 1.6 5.1 55. 1 
386 10.1 8.8 53.1 26.9 1.6 5.3 60.1 
412 10.3 8.9 51.0 26. 7 1.6 5.3 60.3 
MEAN 374.3 10.5 9.1 51.6 27.4 1.6 
RANGE 351-412 10.1-11.0 8.8-9.4 49.5-52.5 26.2-28.9 1.4-1.6 
5.4 59.6 ~ 
5.1-5. 7 55.1-62.5 t.>O 
TABLE I 0. (continued) t 
Northwest Territories - Great Slave Lake Area 
V3444 l) 256 1!.1 10.6 52.2 26.2 0.7 5.0 47.2 
G2829 267 12.4 9.6 50.2 27.2 2.1 6.0 61.5 
G2819 173 12.! 8.4 50.2 29.3 2.0 6.2 65.4 
V3590 333 11 .5 10.7 50.8 27.3 0.8 6.0 56.3 
MEAN 282.3 11.8 9.8 50.9 27.5 1.4 5.8 57.6 
RANGt. 256-333 1 l.l-12.4 8.4-10.7 50.2-52. ::! 26.2-29.3 0.7-2.1 5.0-6 .2 4 7.2-65.4 
I) V3444 IS from Aklavik, Northwest Territories. 
z 
M 
:E 
Japan (1-lokkaido) Vl "'0 
/'11 
Wl554 301 l2.0 I 0. 3 51.5 16.6 ].7 6.6 64.5 
0 
f;l 
0 
'Ti 
U.S.S.R. - Amur River 
t:""' 
:> 
~ 
"t1 
W692 361 9.7 9.4 53.5 27.2 1.5 4.9 5 1.5 ;;>;) M 
W699 420 9.5 10.0 55. 7 25.0 1.7 4.5 45.2 -< 
W695 421 9.7 9.7 55.1 25.4 1.5 4.8 48.8 
W696 422 10.0 10.0 55.5 24.9 1.7 4.7 47.6 
W693 437 9.6 9.6 54.0 26.8 1.6 4 .6 4 7.6 
W697 460 9.4 9.6 55.7 15.7 1.5 4.7 48.9 
\lEAN 420.2 9.7 9.7 54.9 25.8 1.6 4.7 4 8.3 
RANGE 361-460 9.4-10.0 9.6- j 0.0 53.5-55.7 24.9-27.2 1.5-1.7 4.5-4 .9 45.2-5 1.5 
COMBINED 
MEAN 344.5 11.0 9.7 52.2 26.8 1.6 5.6 57.5 
TABLE 11 . Variations in body proportions (in percentage o f to ta l length) according to size in I I feeding males of I e1hcmcmn 
'aponicum from Nonh America. Data based o n Table 9. 
Stae.e No. o f Total length d-B7 Bl -B7 B7-a a-C 0 d d 
Specimens in mm (TL) ~ - - -- -- -- -TL T L TL TL TL B 1-A7 
Feeding 1 130 14.8 10.0 46.5 2R.8 3.5 7.3 73.1 
Feeding 3 169.0 13.2 9.7 48.0 29.0 2.9 7.0 72.2 
167-1 72 12.5-13.7 9.6-9.8 47.4-48.5 28.7-29.2 2. 7-3.0 6.9-7.1 71.9-71.3 
Feeding 4 188.2 12.7 9.8 50.1 27.5 2.8 6.6 67.4 
18~198 12.6-12.8 9.4-10.3 49.2·50.6 26.8-28.6 2.5-3.0 6.2-6.9 65.0-71.-l 
Feeding 2 277.5 13.0 9.9 49.4 27.8 . 2.1 6.2 62.U 
265-290 12.4-13.6 9.5-10.2 47.9·50.9 25.3-30.2 2.1 5.9-6.4 5 8.6-65.4 
Feeding l 317 1!.4 8.7 5J.l 28.9 2.1 5.4 56.7 
2 
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TABLE 12. Variations in body proportions (in pcrccntag~ of tota11ength) accord ing to size in 24 female~ of Lerhenreron 
japonicum from North America. Some ar~ feeding while others are in ~pawning condition. Data bJst:d on 
Table I 0. 
Note: Among specimens of corresponding sizes, spawning indtvtduals have smaller discs than feeding ones. 
Stag<: No. of Total length d-B7 B 1-B7 u7-a a.C 0 d d 
>f:>. 
0'1 
Specimens in mm (TL) TL u- ~ n n TL l:l -B 
I 7 z 
tTl 
Fccdmg I 135 13.3 10.0 48.5 28.1 3.7 7.4 74. 1 ~ 
lccding 2 161.5 14.1 9.6 48.0 28.3 3.1 7.0 72.6 ~ 
154-169 1-1.0-14.2 9.5-9.7 -17.6-48.4 '27.9-28.7 3.0-3.2 6.8-7.1 71.9-73.3 ~ 
Feeding 4 173.8 13.3 9.9 49.0 27.9 2.8 6.7 67.9 ~ 
170-178 12.4-13.9 9.4-10.1 46.8-50.6 26.3-29.6 2.6-2.9 6.2-7.5 63 .9-76.5 0 
I-c.:ding 3 194.3 12.5 9.7 50. 1 27.9 2.6 6.6 68. 1 'Tl 
192-196 12.2-12.s 9.6-9.7 4 9.5-50.8 27.6-28.1 2.6 6.3-6.9 64.9-7 1.1 r 
1-c~dmg I 209 12.0 9.6 50.7 27.8 2. 2 6.7 66.7 ~ 
Spa\\lling 3 265.3 I 1.9 9.5 50.9 27.6 1.6 5.7 58.0 "tl 
256-273 II. 1-12.4 8.4-1 0.6 50.2-52.2 26.2-29.3 0. 7-2. 1 5.0-6.2 4 7.2-65.4 ~ 
Fccdmg ~ 292 11.8 8.4 51.9 27.9 1.7 6.2 64.3 -< 
289-295 11.6-11.9 7.8-9.0 50.9-52.9 27.5-28.2 1.6-1.7 6. 1-6.2 64.3 
Spawning I 333 11.5 I 0.7 50.8 27.3 0.8 6.0 56.3 
Spawning 3 357.7 10.5 9. 2 52.0 27.5 1.5 5.7 61.9 
351-364 10.3-10.7 9.1 -9.4 51. 1-525 26.2-28.9 1.4- 1.6 5.6-5.7 61.2-62.5 
Sp.twmng 3 378.3 10.6 9.0 51.4 27.6 1.6 5.2 57.0 
373-386 10.1-11.0 8.8-9. 2 49.5-53.1 26.9-28.5 1.6 5.1 -5.3 55.1 -60.1 
Sp.1wning I 412 10.3 8.9 51.0 26.7 1.6 5.3 60.3 
TABLE 13. Comparison between males of L. alaskense and L. japonimm of corresponding sizes, based <>n Tables 7 and II 
Species No. of Total d-D1 B1-B7 Brn a-C 0 d d 
Specimens leng th - - -- -- -
(mm ) (TL) 
TL TL TL TL TL TL B1-B 
L alaskense 1 125 12.5 11.0 45.4 30.3 2.6 5.8 52.6 
L japonicum 1 130 14.8 10.0 46.5 28.8 3.5 7.3 73.1 
L. alaskense 7 164.4 10.6 9.7 47.4 31.2 2.1 5.8 58.8 
161-167 9.9-ll.l 9.1-10.4 46.3-49.1 27.9-32.7 1.8-2.4 5.0-6.3 51.6-63.6 z 
L. japonicum 3 169.0 13.2 9.7 48.0 29.0 2.9 7.U n~ M 
167-172 12.5-13.7 9.6-9.8 4 7.4-48.5 28.7 29.2 2. 7 3.0 6.9-7.1 71.9-7 2.J ~ 
Vl 
"'C 
M 
() 
TABLE 14. Comparison between females of L. alaskensc and L. japonicum of corresponding >ile based on Tables 8 and 12 . ~ 
0 
'T' 
r 
Species No. of T otal d-Dt Bt -B7 B7-a a-C 0 d d > 
Specimens length TL TL TL TL TL TL Bt-B7 3: "tl 
( rnm) (TL) ;;;I 
M 
..: 
L a/askense 4 135.5 11.0 9.9 51.0 27.9 2.4 5.6 56.1 
135-137 10.4-11.6 9.2-1 0.6 48.5-52.4 26.3-29.2 1.9-2.9 5.2-5.9 51.7-60.5 
L japonicum J 135 13.3 10.0 48.5 28.1 3.7 7.4 74.1 
L alaskense 5 168.8 10.1 10.1 50.1 29.4 2.2 4.7 46.9 
167-172 9.3-11.1 9.5-J 1.3 47.6-52.0 28.2-31.4 2.0-2.4 4.0-5.1 36.0-50.0 
L. japonicum 4 173.8 13.3 9.9 49.0 27.9 2.8 6.7 67.7 
170-178 12.4-13.9 9.4-10.1 46.8-50.6 26.3-29.6 2.6-2.9 6.2-7.5 63.9-76.5 ""' -.] 
TABLEI5, Body proportions (in percentage or tota l length) of 15 pre~pawning and 14 spawning m:tles of Lezhenteron ..,. 00 
lamottenii from Quebec, Ontario and some States. 
Tng 1'\o. Number Total d-BJ ~ B7-a a-C 0 d d 
of length TL TL Tl. 1L TL TL B1 -B7 
Spceim~ns (mm) (TL) 
Prespawning 
z 
Quebec "Petites Chutes" - Gatineau River M ~ 
Cll 
V3380 158 II. I 9.5 50.3 29.1 2 '} 5.4 56.7 "C 
50.6 29.0 1.8 5.2 53. 1 
M V3387 164 10.7 9.8 () 
V3388 168 10.7 8.5 49.7 30.1 2.1 5.1 53 . 1 ~ 
V3381 171 10.5 9.6 50.0 29.8 2.0 5.0 51.5 0 
V3384 177 10.5 9.3 50.0 30.2 2.0 4 .8 51.5 ":1 
r 
50.1 29.6 2.0 5.1 53.2 
;I> 
MIAN 5 167.6 10.7 9.5 :: 
RANG I: 158-177 10.5-11.1 8.5-9.6 49.7-50.6 29.0-30.2 1.8-2.2 4.8-5.4 51.5-56.7 "C 
:;1) 
M 
-< 
TABlE 15 . (con tinu ed) 
Ontario -Cranberry Creek -Lake Erie 
12831 166 10.8 10.8 49.4 28.9 
G{VDV) 3231 166 11.4 10.2 4!!.8 30.1 
12839 170 10.6 9.7 49.7 30.0 
12840 175 10.3 10.0 49.4 30.3 
G(VDV) 3225 175 10.0 9. 7 49.4 30.9 
12827 178 10.8 10.8 49.4 28.9 
J2846 180 9.7 9.7 50.0 30.0 
12826 183 10.4 9.8 48.4 31.4 
G(VDV) 3233 187 10.2 10.2 51.6 28. 1 
12842 188 I 0.1 10.1 48.4 31.4 
MEAN 10 176.8 10.4 10.1 49.5 30.0 
RANGE 166-188 9.7-11.4 9.7·10.8 48.4-51.6 28.1-31.4 
COMBINED 
MEAN 15 172.2 10.6 9.8 49.8 29.8 
Spawning 
New Hampshire - Wednesday Brook 
W418 104 11.5 9.6 49.0 29.8 2.4 
W414 108 I L.6 10.2 47.7 30.6 2.3 
W41 2 111 12.0 10.8 45.9 30.6 2.3 
W416 112 12.9 10.3 45.5 31.3 2.2 
S42l 113 11.9 10.8 50.4 27.4 2.2 
W420 125 12.4 J 0.4 48.4 28.8 2.0 
MEAN 6 112.2 12. 1 10.4 47.8 29.8 2.2 
RANGE 104-125 11.5-12.9 9.6·10.8 45.5-50.4 27.4-31.3 2.0-2.4 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.3 
2.0 
2.2 
1.7 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
1.7-2.3 
2.1 
5.4 50.0 
6.0 58.8 
5.3 54.5 
5.4 58.3 
5.4 55.9 
5.4 50.0 
5.0 51.4 
5. 7 58.3 
5.6 55.3 
5.6 55.4 
5.5 54.8 
5.0-6.0 SU.0-58.8 
5.3 54.0 
6.7 70.0 
6.9 68.2 
7.2 66 .7 
7.1 69.6 
7.1 69.6 
7.2 69.2 
7.0 68.9 
6.7-7.2 66.7-70.0 
z ...., 
~ 
en 
"C 
l"'i 
0 
~ 
r.r. 
0 .., 
t"' 
> s: 
"C 
;;l:l 
l"'i 
..-: 
"'" <.0 
New York- Casadoga Creek ()1 0 
W425 164 11.0 10.0 4ll.4 29.6 2. 1 5.5 54.5 
W426 169 10.9 10.4 4~.5 30.1 2.1 5.3 5 1.4 
W427 173 I 1.6 I 0.7 47.7 30.1 2.0 5.8 54.1 
MF.AN 3 168.7 11.2 10.4 48.5 30.0 2.1 5.5 53.3 
RANGE 164-173 10.9-11.6 10.0-10.7 -17.749.4 29.6-30.2 2.0-2.1 5.3-5.8 51.4-54.5 
Wisconsin Sturgeon Bay 
W995 I 154 1~.3 10.7 49.0 27.9 2.3 5.5 51.5 z 
t"t1 
Ohio - Mad River ~ 
Cll 
'"tl 
W406 !51 10.1 9.9 4 7.4 30.8 2.0 6.0 60.0 
t"t1 
() 
W4U8 151 12.3 9.6 46.0 32.1 2.3 5.6 58.6 t"t1 c.n 
W407 152 11.5 IO.Q 45.7 31.9 2.3 5.9 54.5 0 
~1F.AN 3 151.3 11.3 10.1 46.4 31 6 2.2 5.8 57.7 .., 
RANGE 151-152 10.1-12.3 9.6-10.9 45.7-47.4 30.8-32.1 2.0-2.3 5.6-6.0 54.5-60.0 t"" > 
:r:: 
Tennessee -Tennessee Rjver '"tl 
~ 
W680 I 161 I J.7 10.8 50.9 29.6 2.5 6.2 57.1 -< 
CO\I.B[NED 
~lEAN 14 149.6 11.7 10.5 -t8.5 29.8 2.3 6.0 57.7 
TABLE 16. "Body proport ions (in percentage' of tota1 1ength) of 15 pr<!~pawning ~nd 37 spawning fem:tles of Lerhmreron 
/amotte11ii from On tario , Quebec and some States. 
Tag t-:o. Number of Total d·BJ B J·B? B7-o a-C 0 tl tl 
Specimens length """'T ~ fL 1T TL TI B 1·B7 
(mm) (TL) 
Prespawning 
2 
Quebec - '"Petites Chutes" - Gatincau River "" < 
162 10.8 10.2 50 6 28.4 1.9 
t:/) 
VDV5394 4.9 48.5 -o 
J2866 162 10.5 9.3 50 9 29 .3 2.2 4.9 53.3 
C""l 
(') 
12868 167 10.2 9.3 50 9 29.6 1.8 4.8 51.6 Cl 
J2867 168 10.7 9.5 51.8 28.0 2.1 4.8 50.0 0 
V3382 176 9.9 9.7 51.7 29.0 2.0 4.5 47 I .., 
t"" 
MEAN 5 167.0 10.4 9.6 51.2 28.9 2.(1 4.8 50.1 >-~ 
RANGE 162-176 9.9-10.8 9.3- 10.2 50.6-51.8 28.0-29.6 1.8-2.2 4.5-4.9 4 7. 1-53.3 -o 
;:tl 
:-r: 
-< 
(.TI 
TABLE 16. (continued) 
Onl:uiu CrJnberry Creek - Luke Eric 
12836 145 10.0 9.3 52.1 28.6 
G(VI>V 13232 155 10.0 10.0 51.3 29 .0 
12863 156 9.9 9 .9 51.6 28.5 
G(VDVJ323U 158 10.1 9.5 5().(1 30.4 
G(VDVI3229 17 3 9.8 9.8 50.9 29 .2 
J2854 17-1 10.3 9.5 49.4 30.7 
J2853 178 9.6 9.8 51.4 29.5 
12837 1!!1 10.5 10.5 50.3 28.7 
G(\'DVJn28 185 9.7 10.3 48.9 31. 1 
G(\-DVl3237 192 9.9 9.9 51.3 29.4 
~H ~AN 10 169.7 10.0 9.9 50.7 29 .5 
RANG I: 145-192 9.6-10.5 9.3-10.5 48.9-52. 1 28.5-31.1 
COMBI~l' D 
~WAN 15 168.4 10.2 9.8 51.11 29 .2 
Spawning 
Quebec- Punt Rouge 
V3641 125 I 0.4 9.6 51.6 28.4 2.4 
V3648 125 I 0.4 9.2 52.0 28.4 2.4 
V3659 125 I 0.4 9.6 50.8 29.2 2.0 
V3640 129 10.9 9.7 50.0 29.5 2.3 
V3643 129 10.9 9.7 50.0 29.5 2.3 
V3647 130 I 1.5 10.0 50.8 27.7 2.2 
V3649 138 9.8 9.4 53.6 27.2 2.3 
V3646 140 10.7 9.6 51.1 28.6 2.1 
MEAN 8 130.1 10.6 9.6 51.2 28.6 2.1 
RANGE 125-140 9.8-11.5 9.2-10.0 SO.G-53.6 27.2-29. 5 2.0-2.4 
2.4 
1.9 
.:!.2 
2.2 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.9 
1.9 
1.8 
2.0 
1.8-2.4 
2.11 
5.2 
4.8 
5.2 
5.0 
5.4 
4.7 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4.7-5.4 
4.5 48. 1 
~ - 2 53.J 
5.1 51.6 
5. 1 53.3 
4.6 47.5 
5.2 54.5 
-U 48.6 
5.0 47.4 
4.3 50.11 
5.2 52.6 
4.9 50.7 
4.3-5.2 47.4-54.5 
4. 9 50.4 
54.2 
52.2 
54.2 
52.0 
53.8 
50.0 
52.0 
58.3 
53.3 
50.0-58.3 
(.J1 
N) 
z 
tTl 
~ 
Vl 
"tt 
tTl 
() 
t;l 
0 ., 
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"" "tt 
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TABLE 16. (continued) 
New Hampshire- Wednesday Brook 
W409 102 10.8 9.8 51.0 28.4 2. s 6.4 65.0 
W413 102 11.8 10.8 51.0 27.5 2.5 5.9 54.~ 
W415 107 11.2 9.8 51.9 27.1 2.3 6.1 61.<1 
W410 l J 0 10.5 9.5 51.4 28.6 2.8 5.9 61.9 
W411 ll l 11.3 10.8 50.9 27.0 1.8 5.9 5:'.(1 
\V417 I ll 12.2 l 0.4 49.5 27.9 2.3 5.9 56.5 
W4l 9 116 10.8 l 0.3 50.4 28.4 2.2 5.6 54.~ 
MEAN 7 108.4 11.2 10.2 50.9 17.8 2.3 6.0 58.0 
RANGE 102-116 10.5-12.5 9.5-10.8 49.5-51.9 27.0-28.6 1.8-2.8 5.6-6.4 52.0-65.0 z 
rr1 
New York - Casadoga Creek 
~ 
en 
"0 
W422 160 10.3 9.4 52.5 27.2 2.2 4.4 46 . ., 
M n 
W423 162 10.8 9.4 51.6 27.5 ·2.2 4.6 46.9 B. 
W424 173 9.8 10.1 52.9 27.2 2.0 4.0 4!1.11 0 
MEAN 3 165.0 10.3 9.6 52.3 27.3 2.1 4.3 44.5 ..,., 
RANGE 16D-1 73 9.8-10.8 9.4-10.1 51.6-52.9 27.2·27.5 2.0-2.2 4.0-4.6 40.0-46.9 r->-::: 
Ontmo- Furnace Creek - Lake Supenor "0 ;;o 
rr1 
W431 124 12.5 10.5 48.5 28.2 2.4 5.6 53.8 -< 
W428 125 11.3 10.0 51.6 27.2 2.4 4.8 48.0 
W430 126 12.3 10.7 47.6 29.4 2.4 5.2 48.1 
W429 133 10.9 10.5 48.5 30.1 1.9 4.9 46.4 
W433 133 11 .7 10.2 51.2 27.1 2.6 4.9 48.1 
W432 137 12A 10.6 50.4 27.4 2.2 S.J 48.3 
W435 141 11.0 10.3 48.6 30.1 2.1 5.0 48.3 
W434 143 Jl.5 10.5 50.7 27.3 2.1 5.2 50.0 
MEAN 8 132.8 J 1.7 10.4 49.7 28.4 2.3 5.1 48.9 
RANGE J 24-14 3 10.9-12.5 10.0-10.7 47.6-51.6 27.1-30.1 1.9-2.6 4.8-5.6 46.4-5 '3.8 U' 
(,10 
TABLE 16. (continued) U1 ,j>. 
Wisconsin - Sturgeon Bay 
W997 139 10.8 11.2 51.4 26.6 2.5 6.1 54 8 
W994 143 11.5 10.5 53.8 24.1 2.1 4.9 46.7 
W998 ! 50 11.3 10.0 52.0 26.7 2.0 4.7 46. 7 
MEAN 3 144.0 J !. 2 10.6 52.4 25.8 2.2 5.2 49.4 
RANGf 139·150 10.8-11.5 10.0-11.2 51.4-53.8 24.1 -26.7 2.0-2.5 4. 7-6. 1 46 . 7·54.8 
Ohio - \lad River 2 
1"1 
W405 145 12.1 10.0 48.6 29. 3 2.1 5.9 58.6 ~ Ul 
W400 146 11.3 9.6 50.3 28.8 2.4 5.1 53.6 "1::1 
W399 150 12.0 10.7 47.3 30.0 2.0 5.3 50.0 
!"' 
(") 
W402 154 I 1.7 9.4 47.7 31.2 2.3 5.5 58.6 c:l 
W404 154 11.4 9.4 48.8 27.6 1.9 5.5 58.6 0 
W403 I 56 J 1.2 10.6 48.7 29.5 2.6 5.4 51.5 'Tl 
W401 I 65 10.9 10.0 49. 1 30.0 2.4 5.4 54.5 t"" 
MLAN 7 152.9 J 1.5 10.0 48.6 29.5 2.2 5.4 55.1 > s: 
RA"'C.L 145-165 10.9-12.1 9.4-10.7 47.3-50.3 27 .6-3 1.2 1.9-2.6 5.1-5.9 50.0-58.6 "1::1 
;:tl 
M 
Tennessee - Tcnnesse<: River -< 
W679 I 153 10,1 10.1 51.6 28. 1 2.3 5.2 51.6 
COMBINED 
MEAN 37 140.9 10.9 J 0.1 51.0 27.9 2. 2 5.2 51.5 
TABLE l 7. Body proportions (in percentage or total length) of I 0 spawning males of Lethcntcron reissneri or JapJn 
(Hokkaido) and Sakhalin. 
Tag No. Total d-B I B 1-l:l7 B7-a a-C 0 d d 
lcngU1 TL Tl ~ TL TL n Bt-B7 
(mm) (TL) 
Japan (Hokkaido) 
B3832 133 I 1.3 9.8 -16.6 30.1 1.9 6.4 65.4 
W1 548 146 12.3 11.0 47.9 29.5 2.4 6.2 56.3 
W1547 147 11.6 12.2 46.3 31.3 2.0 6.1 50.0 
WJ15 149 11.5 10.2 50.7 27.6 2.4 5.4 5J.3 
1740 167 11.1 9.9 47.3 30.5 2.1 5.1 51.5 
1742 171 11.4 9.4 48.5 29.5 2.0 5.3 56.3 
1741 172 I 1.6 9.9 47.1 29.7 2.0 5.8 58.8 
1743 172 ] 1.0 9.3 48.5 30.5 2.0 5.8 62.5 
MEAN 157. 1 11.5 10.2 47.9 29.9 2.1 5.8 56.8 
RANGE 133·172 1UH 2.3 9.3-12.2 46. 3-50.7 27.6-31.3 1.9-2.4 5.2-6.4 50.0·65...1 
Sakhalin 
W684 143 12.0 9.8 46.6 31.6 1.2 6.4 65 (1 
W682 154 12.1 10.8 47. 0 30.1 1.~ 5.5 50.9 
MEAN 148. 5 12.1 10.3 46.8 ~(1.9 ].2 6.0 58.0 
RANGE 143-154 12.0- 12.1 9.8-10.8 46.4-4 7.0 30.1·3 1.6 ].:! 5.5·6.4 50.9-65.0 
COMBINED MEAN 152.8 11.8 10.3 4 7.4 30.4 1. 7 5.9 52.4 
z ,.,.. 
~ 
Ul 
'1:1 
tTl 
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f;l 
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TABLE 18. Body proportions (in percentage of total length) uf 9 spawning females of Lelhen teron reissneri of Japan (JI 
(llokkaido) and Sakhalin. 
O"l 
Tag No. Total d-B t B1-B7 ...!!1:! a-C 0 d d 
length ----n:- ""TL T L TL TL TL B1 -B7 
(mrn) (TL} 
Japan (Hokkaido) 
W9 74 116 11.6 9.9 49. 1 29.3 1.7 6 .0 60.8 2 
W975 125 10.8 9.6 51. 2 30.0 1.6 5.6 58. 3 t:1 
83831 126 10.3 9.9 52.0 25 .0 2.0 5.2 52.0 ~ 
W976 128 11. 7 10.2 50.8 27.3 2.0 5.5 53 .8 
c.n 
'"tl 
83830 131 11.8 10.7 51.5 26.7 1.9 5.7 53.6 !'"! (") 
Wll6 154 10.3 10.3 54.2 25.0 1.6 5.1 50.0 f;l 
Wll8 171 10.5 10.5 51.2 27.9 1.2 4.7 44 .4 0 
"rl 
!\lEAN 135.9 11.0 10. 2 51.4 27.3 1.7 5.4 53. 3 r.-
> 
RA~GE 116-1 71 10.3-1 1.8 9.6-1 0. 7 49 .1-54.2 25.0-30.0 1.2-2.0 4.7-6.0 44.4-60.8 ~ "t:: 
~ 
t"=1 
Sakhalin -< 
W683 144 11.0 13.3 46.0 29.6 1.2 6.0 45.3 
W685 150 11.5 12.0 48.0 28.7 1.3 5.7 4 7. 2 
MEAN 147.0 11.3 12.7 47.0 29. 2 l.3 5.9 46.3 
RANGE 144-150 11.0-1 1.5 12.0-13.3 46.0-48.0 28.7-29.6 1.2-1.3 5.7-6.0 45 .3-4 7.2 
COMBINED MEAN 141.4 11.2 ll.5 49. 2 28.3 [.5 5.7 49.8 
TABLE 19. ComJYdriso n o f body pro portions (as percentage> of tota l length ) of metamorphosed males of five spec1es ot 
Lethenteron. Data refer to means and ranges ( in paren theses) .for each character, and aie based on our present ~tudy, 
except for L meridionale, which were taken from Vladykov et al (1975). 
L. japonlcum L. alaskense L. lamottellii L. reissneri L. meridionale 
Spawning Nonspawning Spawning Nonspawning Spawning Nonspawning Sp~wning Nonspawning t·'onspawnmg 
Number of 
specimens 11 11 21 1 1 14 15 8 2 55 
Total length 344.6 217.4 156.8 157.8 149.6 172.2 155.5 14 1.0 I 14 .7 
(mm) (268-41 5) (1 30-3 17) (J 25-185) (140-188) (104-173) () 58-188) ( 143-172) ( !33-149) (96-136) z 
tr1 
Pre branchial 11.0 10.6 11.8 
~ 
11.6 12.9 11.5 11.7 1 J.4 11.7 U'l 
length (10.4-12.5) (11.4-14. 6) (9.9-12.5) (10. 1-14.9) (I 0. 1-12.9) (9.7-1 1.4) (11.0-12.3) (11.3-11.5) !I 0.2·1 2. 9) "C tr1 
(") 
Branchial 10.1 9.6 10.0 9.5 10.5 9.8 10.3 10.0 10.2 !'I "' length (8.8-1 1.1) (8.7-10. 3) (9.1-11.6) (8.7-10.6) (9.6-10.8) (8.5-1 0.8) (9.3-12.2) (9.8-1 0.2) (9.1-11 4) 0 
'T] 
Tn mk length 50.3 49.6 47.2 50.0 48.5 49.8 47.2 48.7 48.0 t"' )> 
{46.5-54.9) ( 46.5-51 .1 ) (45.4-49.1) (47.8-51.3) (45.5-50.9) (48.4-51.6) (46.3-48.5) (46.6-50.7) 143.6-52. 7) s: 
"C 
;o 
Tail length 28.2 27.7 31.3 30. 1 29 .8 29.8 30.6 28.9 30.2 tr1 -< 
(24.6-30.8) (25.3-30.2) (27.9-33.5) (28.0-3 1.4 ) (27.4-32.1) (28.1-3 1.4) (29.5-3 1.6) (27.6-30.1) (27 .3-33.9) 
Eye length 1.7 2.7 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.1 1.8 2.2 1.8 
(1.4-2.1) (2.1 -3.5) (1.8-2.8) (2.1-2.9) (2.0-2.5 ) (1.7-2.3) (1.2-2.4) ( 1.9-2.4) ( 1.5-2.1) 
Disc length 6.0 6.6 5.8 4 .9 6.0 5.3 5.7 5.9 5.2 
(5. 1-7 .7) (5.4-7 .3) (5.0--6.3) (4.4-5. 7) (5.3-7. 2) (4.8-6.0) (5.1-6.4) (5.4-6.4) (4.2-6.5t 
Disc length/ 57.8 67.2 59.0 48.4 57.7 54.0 57.0 59.4 51.5 
branchial (48.8-70.7) (56. 7-73.1) (50.6-65. 7) (44.4-62.0) (51.4-70.0) (50.0-58.8) (50.0-65.0) (53.3-65.4 ) (41 2-66. 7) 1.]1 
length 
-..] 
TABLE 20. Comparison of body proportiom (as percentages of total length) of metamorphosed females o f rive spec ie~ 
of Letlu'llteron Data refer to means and ranges (in parentheses} for each charac ter, and are based o n o ur 
present ~tudy, except for L. meridionale which were taken from Vladykov eta/ ( 1975). 
L. japonicum L. a/askense L. lamottenii L. reismeri L. meridionale 
Spawning Nonspawning Spawning Nonspawning Spawning Nonsp:.twning Spawning Nonspawn ing 
Number of 
specimens 18 18 17 10 37 15 9 24 
Total knglh 344.5 205.6 148.7 156.1 140.9 168.4 138.3 116. 7 
(mm) (256-460} (135-295) (122-1 72) (140-174) (102-173) (145-192) (1 16-171) (96-14 1) 
Pre branchial 11.0 12.5 10.5 10.9 10.9 10.2 11.1 10.7 
length (9.4-12.4) (11.6-14.2) (9.3-1 1.6) (10.1-12.1) (9.8-1 2.5) (9.6-1 0.8) (I 0.3-1 1.8} (7.8-13.0) 
Branchial 9. 7 9.2 10.1 9.9 lO.l 9.8 10.7 10.0 
length (8.4-1 0. 7) (7.8-10.1) (9.2-11.3) (9.1-1 1.2) (9.2-11.2) (9.3-10.5) (9.6-13 .3) (9.3-l l.4 ) 
Trunk 52.2 49.9 50.3 52.0 5 t.O 51.0 50.4 51 .4 
length (49.5-55. 7) {46.8-52.9) (4 7.6-52.4) (50.9-53.5) (4 7 .3-53.8} (48.9-52.1) (46.0-54.2) (49 .2-53 .9) 
Tail 26.8 28.4 29.0 28.4 27.9 29.2 27. 7 28.0 
length (24. 9-29.3) (26.3-29.8) (26.3-31.4) (25 . 7-29.9) (24.1-31.2) (28.0-3 1. 1) (25.0-30.(1) (26 .0-30.3) 
Eye !.6 2.8 2.3 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.6 1. 7 
length (0. 7-2.1) (1.6-3. 7) (1.9-2.9) (1.7-3.21 (1.8-2.~) (1.8-2.4) (1.2-2.0) (1.4-2.1) 
Disc 5.6 6.5 5.2 4.7 5.2 4.9 5.5 4.8 
length (4.5-6.6) (5.3-7.5) (4.0-6.1) (3.8-5 . 7) (4.0-6.4) (4 .3-5.2) (4.7-6.0) (2.8-5.7) 
Disc 57.5 67.5 51.7 47.5 51.5 50.4 51.7 47.5 
length/ (45.2-65.4) (59.4-76.5) (36.0-62.5) (40.5-53.3) (40.0-65.0) (47 .1 -54.5) (44.4-60.8) (27.6-57.1) 
branchial 
length 
c.;n 
O'J 
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TABLE 21. Number of trunk m yomercs of transformed Lelllentcron alaskense of Alaska and \I,W.T .. sexe~ combined . 
Locality 
Brooks River 
Brooks River (ncar 
outlet of Brooks 
Lake) 
West Creek 
(Trib. of Brooks 
Lake) 
Chatanika River 
Martin River 
D'ate 
Aug. 22-Sept. 
25, 1962 
Jun~ 15, 1964 
June II, 1964 
TOTAL 
June 12, 1976 
Nov.l972 -
Jan. 1973 
TL 
(mm) 
No. of 
Specimens 
Alaska (Naknek River Drainage) 
125-168 9 
137-155 3 
122-185 25 
J 22-185 37 
AJaskn fl-"airbanks area) 
154-179 9 
N. W.T. (Mackenzie River Dr:.t.inage) 
148-J 88 21 
COMBJNEDTOTAL 122-188 67 
Number ol myomeres 
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
2 ~ 2-
I - 1 -
27 66 3 1 
2 9 9 10 6 1 
3 3 2 1 
1-5 81 4 2 
1 2 14 20 14 12 4 
M~an 
69.8 
69.3 
69.2 
69.4 
70.1 
69.<J 
69.4 
z 
~ 
~ 
(/J 
"C 
1"1 
ri 
~ 
0 
'"'1 
t'"' 
> :s: 
'1:1 
~ 
-< 
tJ1 
1.0 
TABLE 22. Number o f myomeres of transformed Lethemeron japonicum of Alaska, N. W .T. and Japan, sexes combined . 0\ 
0 
Locality Date TL No, of Number nf myornercs 
(mm} Specimens 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 Mean 
- -
Alaska 
Brooks Lake, June 22, 1940 170 1 - 1 - - - - .. - 66.0 
Naknek River 
Brooks River, Aug. 3(}.Sept. 3, 1 28-198 16 I 2 3 5 1 2 2 - - 68. 1 z 
:'llaknek River 1958 !'T1 
~ 
Naknek R1Wr June 1, 1930 214 I l 71.0 Vl - - - - - - - '"0 
!'T1 
Ci 
'Jushagak River June 7, 1882 II (}.373 3 - - - l 2 - - -· - 68.7 !;l 
Oct. 19,1912 
0 
'r1 
lnguishik River ? 153 1 - - 1 - - ·-· - 68. 0 t"' 
:> 
Mis!iion River, Winter, 1877-7 8 35 1-412 6 1 1 2 1 69.8 
s: - - I - '"d 
Yukon River ;:o !'T1 
-< 
Point Barrow Nov. 17, 1949 344 I - - - - - I - - 7 1.0 
TOTAL 11 0-412 29 1 3 4 7 4 4 5 I - 68.9 
TABLE 22. (continued) 
N.W.T. (Mackenzie ~n d Great Slave Lake Drainage) 
Aklavik, Sept. 1951 150 1 - - - I 71.11 
Mackenzie River 
Great Slave Lake June 29, 1946 189-312 7 - l 3 2 - 69.1} 
Great Slave Lake Aug. 23, 1958-
Sept. 18, 1966 210-317 4 - -· 1 I 2 70.3 
Fort Resolution Oct. 30, 1954 259-336 8 2 2 2 2 - 68.5 
z 
Outer Bouy-Hay R. July 27, 1965 273 1 I 70.11 
t"l - - - - :.:f 
C/l 
TOTAL 150-336 21 - 2 3 4 7 5 - - 69.5 ., trl 
Q 
~ 
0 
Japan (llokkaido) "rl 
!'""' 
> 
Okoppc River July 1972 345-400 3 - - - - 2 l 71.7 :s: - -.: 
;;o 
Chitose River 1950 161-397 9 - - 2 2 3 2 -- 70.6 M ....::: 
Amana River May 15, 1973 301 J - - - -· - I 73.0 
r:'ukagawa Sept. 1940 471-498 2 - - - - -- 1 I - 70.5 
Hokkaido 1950 169-190 2 - - - - I 1 - 71.5 
TOTAL 16 1-498 17 - - - - 2 3 7 3 2 7].ll 
COMBINED TOTAL 110-498 67 I 3 6 10 10 14 17 4 2 69.5 Cl"l ...... 
TABLE ~3. Numb.:r <J! trunk myomeres of Lran~tormed Lethcnteron /amocccnii from Quebec, Ontario and some States, s~:-.:cs 0"> 
t-¢ 
combined. 
Locality D~te TL 1'\o. nf Number of myomercs 
(mml specimens 66 67 68 69 70 7 1 n 73 74 Mea n 
Quebec 
Petilcs Chu1cs :\l~yl7.1958 158- 177 10 I :! 3 :; l 1 69.l1 
(Gatineau R.J 
Pont Rouge .\ lay 28. 1948 125-140 8 - 2 2 4 - 69.~ 
10fAL 125-177 18 i 2 2 5 6 I I 69.1 z 
t"1 
New Hampshire ~ 
Wednesday llrook May i.H 0, 1959 I 02-125 13 1 8 2 1 l - 67.5 C/) - "C 
t"1 
i\ew York 
0 
t;i 
C.tsalloga Creek !-by 15, 1951 160-1 73 6 - I I 3 1 72.5 0 ..,., 
Ontario t""' )> 
Cranb~rry Cn:ek, April and 3: 
"C 
wkc h ie Junl!, 1956 145-192 20 2 2 6 7 2 1 - - 68.4 ;;o 
FurnaGe Cr!!ek June 1965 124-1 43 26 3 5 5 6 6 l - 68.4 t"1 -< 
Lke Supcril)r 
TOTAL 124-192 46 5 7 I I 13 8 2 - - 68.4 
Wisconsin 
Sturgeon Da;; ? 139-154 4 - 2 l I - - - 67 .8 
Tennessee 
Putnam Cnunty 
., 
153-162 2 2 - 68.0 
COMB1NLD TOTAL 102-192 89 7 19 18 20 16 3 2 3 l 68.9 
TABU:. 24. Number of trunk myomercs of transformed Letllenteron rcissneri from Japan, sexes combined. 
--
Localitj' Dare fL No. or Number of myomcrcs 
(mm} sped men~ 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 
Lake 13iwa Apr il1 97 3 116-125 2 2 - - - -
1) 
Chitose Riv<~r 1950 and 125-17 2 6 - - 1 2 3 - -· 
(llokkaJdo) June 28, 1974 
Hekirich River Sept. 23, 1972 149-171 4 - - - 2 .., -
(Hokkaido) 
Osawa Noboromura May l 0, 1936 126-133 3 - - ~ - I -
(Hokkaido) 
Tym River, June 7, 1965 143-154 3 - - - - - 2 1 
Sakhalin 
TOTAL 116-172 18 2 - 3 2 h 4 1 
1) A misplaced spt!cimen from this river apparently had 66 myomercs. This count has been excluded from thi~ table. 
Meun 
57.0 
611 .3 
61.5 
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62.3 
60.4 
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TABL!:, 25. Compaihon o f number ot trunk myomeres of transformed specimens o f fi ve species o f Lethenteron, ~exe s combined. Da til 
are based on our present study, except for L. meridio11a/c wh ich were taken from Vlady kov et at ( 197 5) . 
Spedcs TL ~umber of Num ber of myo meres 
mm specimens so 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 6 1 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 7 1 72 73 74 
L. meridionale 96-142 77 7 6 16 181 1 16 
L. reissnai 116-172 18 2 2 6 4 
L. /amollemi 10:'.-192 89 7 19 18 20 16 3 2 
L. afaske11st· 122-188 67 2 14 20 14 12 4 ~ -
L. japon icum 110-498 67 6 10 10 14 17 4 2 -
Mean 
54 .0 
60.4 
68.9 
69 .4 
69 .5 
0'> 
~ 
z 
1"1 
~ 
Vl 
'U 
rrl 
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~ 
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r 
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.-< 
TAllLE 26. Comparison between number of cusps on the various types of teeth in a parasi tic species, Lethentcnm 
japonicum an d four nonparasitic species of tl1e same genu~. Da ta refer to means and ranges for each character. 
Numbers in parentheses arc numbers of specimens. · 
Species L. meridionale L. rcissneri L. lamottenii L alaskenS(' L. japonicum 
Authority Vladykov, ct a! (J 97 5) present study present stu dy present study present study 
Anterials J 6. 1 (70) 41.7 (4 ) 25. 7 (18) 30.4 (40) 25.2 t34) 
5-34 38-44 19-33 23-38 20-33 
Infraoral 9.9 (67) 7. 7 ( 11) 8.5 (33) 8.6 (42) 8.4 {41) 
6-13 6-J 1 8-1 0 6-1 I 8-10 
Posterials 15.4 (36) 23.5 (4) 21.4 (80) 20.2 (4 7) 19.4 (4)) 
10..21 19-27 17-25 17-14 15-2-1 
Transverse poorly developed 13 (I) I J.R (30) 12.0 ( 1 8> 14.9 (24) 
lingual lamina and no t countable 13 9-1 4 9-15 13-18 
I ) 
Longitudinal poorly developed 7.5 12] 1.2 r ss 1 8.5 [45] 12.1 [271 
lingual lamina a"nd not countable 7-8 5-9 6·13 10-14 
Supplementary present present absen t present absent 
marginals on 
lateral ticlds 
Infraoral and blun t, poorly blunt , poorly poin ted, well blunt, poorly pomtcd, very sharp, 
transverse developed developed developed developed and well developed 
lingual lamina 
cusps 
1) Total number of laminae ( not specimens) counted are indicated in brackets. 
z 
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TABLE 27. ~umber <Jf velar tentacles in five species of /,e/ltemeron. 
Species 1\o. of \ln. of tentacles 
specimens 3 4 5 6 7 
L. meridionale 2 2 - -- - -
L. reissnerr 2 - -- - 2 
1~ lamot/enii 102 - - I 2 77 
L alaskfllse 11 - - 6 I 4 
L Ja fJOII icum 13 - - l 3 9 
8 9 
-
- -
14 8 
- -
-- -
Mean 
3.0 
7.0 
7.3 
5.8 
6.6 
0"> 
0"> 
z 
t>1 
~ 
C/l 
-o 
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TADLE 28. 
Species 
L alaskense 
Number 
% 
L lamouenii 
Number 
% 
L reissneri 
Nu m ber 
% 
L japonicum 
Number 
% 
Var iation in dark pigmentation of second dorsal and caudal fins, a nd gular region in four ~pe..:ies 
of Letlzenteron ( , n o pigmentation;+, weak pigmentation, -H , moderate pigmentation;+++, 
strong pigmen ta lion). 
Number of Second dorsal ftn Caudal fin Gui:Lr r.:gion 
specimens 
studie d - + ++ +++ - + ++ -+ ++ 
64 
4 22 38 - - 9 19 24 
6.3 34.4 59.4 - - 17.3 36.5 46.2 
40 
25 14 I - - 12 7 8 +++ 
62.5 35.0 2.5 - - 44.4 25.9 
10 
LO - - - 3 - 6 -
100.0 ·~ - - 33.3 - 66.7 
28 
-- I 18 9 - 8 16 4 
- 3.6 64.3 32.1 - 28.6 57.1 !4.3 
z ,..,. 
$: 
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